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Expressive Arts

4

Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF
PERIODS PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY
REQUIREMENTS
COURSE
DESCRIPTION

Art and Design
5
SQA
National 4
Broad General Education completed to third level
This Course is made up of three mandatory Units and provides learners with the
opportunity to develop their creative skills working with a variety of media in a
range of contexts. Practical work is divided into Design and Expressive
Activities.
Design projects include a range of design disciplines such as Graphic Design
(magazines, posters, packaging etc.); Corporate Identity (logo designs for use on
vans, t shirts etc.); 3D body adornment (jewellery, masks, armour, head wear
etc.)
The Design Unit allows pupils to work from a design brief in their chosen area in
order to develop ideas using a range of appropriate materials and methods to
create a final solution.
Expressive projects may include Portraiture (faces and expressions); Still life
(inanimate objects -kitchen objects / natural forms etc); Landscape (outdoor
environments).
The Expressive Unit allows pupils to investigate a chosen theme and develop
ideas using a range of appropriate materials. These may include: drawing and
painting, collage, printmaking and sculpture.
Alongside these practical activities pupils also learn about the work of artists
and designers in Art and Design Studies. This unit allows pupil to use their own
experiences to investigate and analyse art and design techniques, processes
and concepts and to express personal opinions on the work of artists and
designers.

COURSE
ASSESSMENT
SKILLS FOR
LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

To gain National 4, learners must pass all Units. Units are assessed as pass or
fail by the school
 Literacy
 Thinking Skills
 Health and Wellbeing
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23

COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY

Art and Design
5

LEVEL

National 5

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

Broad General Education completed to fourth level

COURSE DESCRIPTION

This Course is made up of three elements and provides learners with the
opportunity to develop their creative skills working with a variety of media
in a range of contexts. Practical work is divided into Design and Expressive
Activities.

SQA

Design projects include a range of design disciplines such as Graphic
Design (magazines, posters, packaging etc.); Stained Glass Window design;
3D body adornment (jewellery, masks, armour, head wear etc.)
The Design Unit allows pupils to work from a design brief in their chosen
area in order to develop ideas using a range of appropriate materials and
methods to create a final solution.
Expressive projects may include Portraiture (faces and expressions); Still
life (inanimate objects -kitchen objects / natural forms etc); Landscape
(outdoor environments).
The Expressive unit allows pupils to investigate a chosen theme and
develop ideas using a range of appropriate materials. These may include:
drawing and painting, collage, printmaking and sculpture.
Alongside these practical activities pupils also learn about the work of
artists and designers in Art and Design Studies. This unit allows pupil to
use their own experiences to investigate and analyse art and design
techniques, processes and concepts and to express personal opinions on
the work of artists and designers.
COURSE ASSESSMENT

A portfolio of work together with a written exam, both externally marked,
completes assessment at this level.

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED





Literacy
Thinking Skills
Health and Wellbeing
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23

COURSE TITLE

Art and Design

NUMBER OF
PERIODS PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY

5

LEVEL

Higher

ENTRY
REQUIREMENTS
COURSE
DESCRIPTION

C or above at National 5

SQA

This Course offers a continuous development of the studies completed in S4. It
aims to reflect the working methods of artists and designers and, by its
investigative nature, requires continuous individual study on the part of
students in gathering references and generating ideas for further study.
Pupils can bring their own particular skills and areas of interest to Units where
appropriate.
In continuation from National 5, the three elements of the Course are:
Expressive Activity – for example, painting, drawing, collage, sculpture;
Design Activity – for example, graphics, jewellery, masks, head adornment;
Art & Design Studies will research the work of artists and designers and
develop critical and analytical literacy skills.

COURSE
ASSESSMENT

A final portfolio of work together with a written exam, both externally marked,
completes assessment at this level.

SKILLS FOR
LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED





Literacy
Thinking Skills
Health and Wellbeing
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23

COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

Art and Design
5 (dependent on uptake)
SQA
Advanced Higher
B or above at Higher
The Advanced Higher Course develops practical art skills and applied
knowledge to an advanced level. The portfolio will evidence the ability to
develop a journey of creative ideas and art work in response to a chosen
stimulus/theme/concept. It will also allow students to demonstrate
analytical and evaluative skills.
In this course, students choose to study either Design or Expressive. A
Critical Analysis is completed alongside this preference.
Art & Design Enquiry: Expressive. Students will explore a variety of
expressive techniques and produce a folio of work on their chosen theme.
Art & Design Enquiry: Design. Students select an area of design and work
through the design process to fulfil the requirements of a design brief.
Art & Design Critical Analysis: Students produce a reflective report on the
work of an artist or artists who have had an influence on their own
artwork. The report can be in the form of an essay, annotated sketchbook
or other appropriate format. This is submitted to the SQA for assessment.

COURSE ASSESSMENT

Work will be assessed on the basis of a course review, comprising of a unit
of investigation and early development of ideas for internal verification
and assessment. This is followed by a refined folio of practical work which
is externally assessed by the SQA.
The overall portfolio for external assessment is worth 100 marks and
divided as follows: practical work - 60 marks, critical analysis - 30 marks,
evaluation - 10 marks.

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,





Literacy
Thinking Skills
Health and Wellbeing
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY

Drama
5

LEVEL

National 4

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

By negotiation

COURSE DESCRIPTION

National 4 Drama comprises of three individual units where the
candidate must work alongside a group to achieve their grades.

SQA

DRAMA SKILLS UNIT
In this Unit, learners will explore and develop drama skills and ways of
communicating thoughts and ideas to an audience. They will learn how to
respond to stimuli. They will also learn how to develop portrayal of
character and will develop knowledge of form, structure, genre and style
when creating and presenting drama. Learners will develop knowledge of
social and cultural influences on drama. They will also learn how to reflect
on their own progress and that of other learners.
PRODUCTION SKILLS UNIT
In this Unit, learners will explore and develop production skills. They will
use these skills to enhance drama when presenting. Learners will use
problem-solving skills in order to generate ideas for presenting drama
through the use of either costume, set, lights, sound or props. Learners will
develop two skills for presentation.
AVU (ADDED VALUE UNIT)
This Unit adds value by introducing challenge and application. Learners will
draw on and extend their knowledge and apply their production skills in a
drama performance. The Unit will focus on the process and product of
learning. The performance will be sufficiently open and flexible to allow for
personalisation and choice.
COURSE ASSESSMENT

SKILLS FOR LEARNING

All units must be passed to achieve the National 4 course. Units are
assessed internally by the school






Literacy
Thinking Skills
Reasoning Skills
Creating
Evaluating
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY

Drama
5

LEVEL

National 5

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

By negotiation

COURSE DESCRIPTION

The National 5 exam is half theory and half practical. We will explore areas
of theatre vocabulary and apply these to a question paper, identifying how
you would use aspects of Drama to create interesting and complex
performances. You will also need to be evaluative as part of the exam
paper requires you to be reflective of a past performance in class, and how
you performed your role as well as how those in your group performed
theirs.

SQA

In the practical element, you can choose either acting or design. Actors
research, rehearse and perform one extract from a play to an external
examiner, focusing on textual analysis, characterisation, voice and
movement. Design candidates create a folio and presentation based on
their choice of production design; set, sound, lighting, costume, or props.
For both acting and design there is a 10 mark essay relating your process to
the final performance.
COURSE ASSESSMENT

SKILLS FOR LEARNING

Question Paper and Performance: The question paper will have 60 marks,
making up 40% of the final grade. Section 1 is worth 10 marks and is based
on a performance students have taken part in during the course. Section 2
is worth 30 marks and requires students to demonstrate their knowledge
and understanding of drama through their response to one of the unseen
stimuli. The performance will have 60 marks, making 60% of the final
grade. 50 marks are for the performance. Students can be assessed on
acting OR one of the following production roles: set, costume, props,
lighting, sound, make-up and hair. 10 marks are for the preparation for
performance brief; a written task explaining students’ performance
concepts.






Literacy
Thinking Skills
Reasoning Skills
Creating
Evaluating
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

COURSE ASSESSMENT

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,

Drama
5
SQA
Higher
By negotiation
Higher is 50% practical and 50% theory based, which includes two essay
components. You will explore one set text during the year, looking at
themes, issues, social and historical context, character relationships and
audience impact of your chosen play. You also explore one live theatre
performance, analysing stage craft, production skills, acting and
directing. Practically you can choose to follow an acting path or a design
path. In acting, you will be expected to research, rehearse and perform
two extracts from two different plays to an external assessor,
demonstrating your skills in textual analysis, characterisation, audience
impact, voice and movement.For design you will be expected to create a
large and detailed folio and presentation of set design and one other
production skill based on a play script of your choice. Your second choice
of design includes sound, lighting, costume and props design. You will be
expected to create one piece of costume or one fully functioning prop or
lighting/sound design for the entire play. Your set design must include
ground plans and elevations for every scene change.
For both paths there is a 10 mark essay on your process to final
performance.
PRACTICAL (50%)
Acting Candidates will explore two texts through performance, worth a
total of 50 marks, and will focus on contrasting characters.
Design candidates will explore one text, worth a total of 50 marks, and will
focus on set design and one of the following; sound, lighting, props or
costume.
All candidates will produce a 10 mark preparation for performance (PFP)
essay wherein they will outline their development and portrayal of
characters/design (10 marks).
WRITTEN (50%
All candidates explore a set text in class and write a Textual Analysis essay
in Section 1 of their exam.
All candidates will continue exploring this set text in Section 2 through
production skills.
All candidates will additionally analyse a live performance (either prerecorded or during a trip to an Edinburgh Theatre) and explore acting,
directing and production skills in Section 3 of the exam.







Literacy
Thinking Skills
Reasoning Skills
Creating
Evaluating
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

Drama
5

COURSE ASSESSMENT

Component 1 - Assignment (20 marks)
Candidates analyse a professional theatrical production, as well as the
work of at least one theatre practitioner (actor, director, and/or
designer) involved in the production and produce an assignment
based on a choice of two questions. Candidates must not use the same
theatrical production and/or theatre practitioner that they use in their
project–dissertation. This is ultimately completed in one hour and
thirty minutes with 250 words of notes allowed and is collected by
the SQA around April (TBC).

SQA
Advanced Higher
By negotiation

There are three components within an advanced higher Drama
Course. In term one we also research and explore the works of three
theatre practitioners - for example Bertolt Brecht, Antonin
Artaud, Konstantin Stanislavski etc - and lead practical workshops
within the class.

Component 2 - Project-Dissertation (30 marks)
Candidates identify a performance issue. They research relevant and
current performance theories and practice, and communicate their
findings in a dissertation. The dissertation must reference at least one
influential theatre practitioner. This can be done over a number of
weeks and is collected by the SQA around April (TBC).
Component 3 - Performance (50 marks)
Candidates perform to an audience. They perform two acting roles —
one interactive and one monologue. Each role must be from a
different play. The monologue must be from one part of the play. A
longer speech can be edited to meet the approximate 3 minute
requirement. No other actors are allowed on stage. Note: there is no
PFP required at Advanced Higher level.
SKILLS FOR LEARNING,







Literacy
Thinking Skills
Reasoning Skills
Creating
Evaluating
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23

COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF
PERIODS PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY
REQUIREMENTS
COURSE
DESCRIPTION

Music with Performing
5
SQA
National 4
Broad General Education completed to third level
This Course is made up of three elements and provides learners with the
opportunity to develop their skills in Performing, Composing and Understanding
Music.
Performing is on two different instruments (chosen by the candidate).
Candidates are required to play music at a minimum standard of Grade 2 or
equivalent.
The Added Value component of this Course is the performance of an eight minute
programme of music across both instruments.
Understanding Music will explore musical concepts and the historical and cultural
development of particular styles and forms.
Composing will give the opportunity to explore different styles and composing,
supported by a written evaluation, and demonstrate historical and cultural
understanding of the techniques used.

COURSE
ASSESSMENT
SKILLS FOR
LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

Composition - candidates must prepare a composition (around 1 minute duration)
together with a written evaluation for central marking.
To gain National 4, learners must pass all Units. Units are assessed as pass or fail
by the school.




Literacy
Thinking Skills
Health and Wellbeing
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23

COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF
PERIODS PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY
REQUIREMENTS
COURSE
DESCRIPTION

Music with Performing
5
SQA
National 5
Broad General Education completed to third level
This Course is made up of three elements and provides learners with the
opportunity to develop their skills in Performing, Composing and
Understanding Music.
Performing is on two different instruments (chosen by the candidate).
Candidates are required to play music at a minimum standard of ABRSM Grade 3
or equivalent.
Understanding Music will explore musical concepts and the historical and
Cultural development of particular styles and forms.
Composing will give the opportunity to explore different styles and composing
techniques.

COURSE
ASSESSMENT

The externally marked element of the Course is made up of two components:
Instrumental Performance – candidates must prepare an eight minute
programme (across the two instruments) for performance to a Visiting
Assessor; and
Question paper – this will assess listening skills, breadth of knowledge and
depth of understanding gained from the mandatory units.
Composition - candidates must submit a piece of original composition,
supported by an evaluation, to SQA for external marking.

SKILLS FOR
LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED





Literacy
Thinking Skills
Health and Wellbeing
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23

COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF
PERIODS PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY
REQUIREMENTS
COURSE
DESCRIPTION

Music with Performing
5
SQA
Higher
Pass at National 5
Following on from National 5 this Course consists of three elements – Performing,
Composing and Understanding Music.
In Performing candidates prepare for a live performance on two instruments.
The minimum required standard on both instruments is ABRSM Grade 4 or equivalent.
In Composing students prepare a composition, supported by a written
evaluation, and demonstrate historical and cultural understanding of the styles and
techniques used.
In Understanding Music all styles of music are studied, with emphasis on the history of
Western classical styles as well as the study of aspects of musical
literacy and notation.

COURSE
ASSESSMENT

Instrumental Performance – candidates must prepare a twelve minute
programme (across the two instruments) for performance to a Visiting Assessor;
and
Question paper – this will assess listening skills, breadth of knowledge and depth
of understanding gained from the mandatory Units.
Composition - candidates must prepare a composition together with a written
evaluation for central marking.

SKILLS FOR
LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED





Literacy
Thinking Skills
Health and Wellbeing
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF
PERIODS PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY
REQUIREMENTS
COURSE
DESCRIPTION

Music with Performing
5 (dependent on uptake)
SQA
Advanced Higher
Pass at Higher
This Course consists of two Units – Performing and Understanding and Analysing
Music.
In Performing candidates prepare for a live performance on two instruments.
The minimum required standard on both instruments is ABRSM Grade 5 or
equivalent.
In Understanding and Analysing Music all styles of music are studied, with
emphasis on the history of Western classical styles as well as the study of
aspects of musical literacy and notation. Candidates will also demonstrate the
ability to analyse musical styles, concepts and forms both visually (through
printed music) and aurally.

COURSE
ASSESSMENT

To pass at Advanced Higher, learners must complete all Units. The externally
marked element of the Course is made up of three components:
Instrumental Performance – candidates must prepare an eighteen minute
programme (across the two instruments) for performance to a Visiting
Assessor; and
Question paper – this will assess listening and analytical skills, breadth of
knowledge and depth of understanding gained from the mandatory Units.
Assignment – candidates complete a short written analysis (of a piece of music
of their own choosing) together with a composition and written evaluation,
both of which are externally assessed by SQA.

SKILLS FOR
LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED





Literacy
Thinking Skills
Health and Wellbeing
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23

COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF
PERIODS PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY
REQUIREMENTS
COURSE
DESCRIPTION

Music with Technology
5
SQA
National 4
Broad General Education completed to third level
This Course is made up of three elements and provides learners with the
opportunity to develop their skills in sound recording.
Music Technology Skills allows learners the opportunity to use hardware and
software to capture and manipulate sounds in a variety of contexts.
Through Understanding 20th and 21st Century Music learners will develop their
knowledge of musical styles and techniques and how technological
developments relate to this.
In Music Technology In Context learners will have the opportunity to use their
skills in the creation of a portfolio. They will learn to capture, mix and create at
least two audio masters choosing from a range of contexts.

COURSE
ASSESSMENT

To gain National 4, learners must complete two internally assessed components
as per Nat5.

SKILLS FOR
LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED






Literacy
Numeracy
Thinking Skills
Health and Wellbeing
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23

COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF
PERIODS PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY
REQUIREMENTS
COURSE
DESCRIPTION

Music with Technology
5
SQA
National 5
Broad General Education completed to third level
This Course is made up of three elements and provides learners with the
opportunity to develop their skills in sound recording.
Music Technology Skills allows learners the opportunity to use hardware and
software to capture and manipulate sounds in a variety of contexts.
Through Understanding 20th and 21st Century Music learners will develop their
knowledge of musical styles and techniques and how technological
developments relate to this.
In Music Technology In Context learners will have the opportunity to use their
skills in the creation of a portfolio. They will learn to capture, mix and create at
least two audio masters choosing from a range of contexts.

COURSE
ASSESSMENT

To gain National 5, learners must complete two externally marked components:
Assignment – candidates must plan, produce and evaluate two creative
productions which may be set in any appropriate context – eg a radio
programme; and
Question paper – this will assess listening skills, breadth of knowledge and
depth of understanding gained from the mandatory units.

SKILLS FOR
LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED






Literacy
Numeracy
Thinking Skills
Health and Wellbeing
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF
PERIODS PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY
REQUIREMENTS
COURSE
DESCRIPTION

Music with Technology
5
SQA
Higher
Pass at National 5
The Higher Music Technology Course develops learners’ skills in the use of
music technology hardware and software to capture and manipulate audio, and
in the analysis of 20th and 21st century musical styles and genres.
Following on from National 5 the Course consists of three elements:
Music Technology Skills involves the capturing, manipulating and editing of
audio using a range of software and hardware.
Understanding Music in the 20th and 21st Centuries looks at popular musical
styles from early blues to current chart releases with an emphasis on conceptual
music knowledge together with a thorough examination of recording
technologies past and present.
Through this candidates will develop a critical awareness of quality recordings
and performances and be encouraged to apply these skills to their own work.
In Music Technology in Context candidates will examine at least two contexts in
which music technology plays an important role - for example film and television,
radio and computer game sound design.

COURSE
ASSESSMENT

Course assessment consists of two components.
The Assignment consists of one piece of work which will demonstrate planning,
evaluating and the application of knowledge and skills gained throughout the
course. Learners can choose to develop one of their pieces of work from Music
Technology in Context or to apply their skills in a new context. Learners will
evidence their planning, progress and evaluating using screen shots, written
text, blog, podcast etc. Marks will be awarded for each of the three areas –
planning, implementing and evaluating.
The Question Paper will assess learners’ knowledge and understanding of
music styles and genres of the 20th and 21st century, music concepts and
aspects of music technology. It will consist of questions in response to music
excerpts in a range of 20th and 21st century styles and genres. A range of
question types will be used, assessing understanding of relevant music and
technological concepts.

SKILLS FOR
LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED






Literacy
Numeracy
Thinking Skills
Health and Wellbeing
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23

COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

Photography
5

COURSE DESCRIPTION

The new National Progression Awards in Photography at level 4 and 5 will
develop knowledge and understanding in practical photography. The
Awards are aimed at those who want to explore their interest in
photography and perhaps take it to a more advanced level.

SQA
NPA Level 4/5
No specific entry requirements required.

The NPA Photography at level 4 will provide a foundation level of study
that will reflect the personal and social development needs of the learner.
The NPA Photography at level 5 will prepare learners to understand more
advanced skills and techniques.
Mandatory Units





Understanding Photography
Photographing people
Photographing places
Working with Photographs

COURSE ASSESSMENT

The overall award is available on the completion of the four internally
assessed Units.

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED






Literacy
Numeracy
Health and Wellbeing
Thinking Skills
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23

COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF
PERIODS PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY
REQUIREMENTS
COURSE
DESCRIPTION

Photography
5
SQA
Higher
Pass at National 5 Art and Design or by consultation with Mr Perry
The Higher Photography Course allows learners to express personal thoughts,
feelings and ideas using photography and to develop technical and creative
skills in using photographic media, techniques and processes. Learners develop
knowledge and understanding of a range of photography practice and analyse
the impact of social and cultural influences on photographers and their work.
The Course consists of three elements:
Image Making - knowledge and understanding of camera techniques and
controls, factors which influence photographers, use of light, exposure times,
composition and framing in creatively for photographic effect, organise their
files and output their photographic images.
Contextual Imagery – the study of photographic techniques and how to plan,
produce, present and evaluate photographic images in different styles and
genres.
Course Assessment - the learner will develop and extend the skills and
knowledge developed in the Course through an externally assessed folio of
work.

COURSE
ASSESSMENT
SKILLS FOR
LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

A final portfolio of work, externally marked, completes assessment at this level.





Literacy
Numeracy
Thinking Skills
Health and Wellbeing

21

Health and Wellbeing

22

Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23

COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

COURSE DESCRIPTION

COURSE ASSESSMENT

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

Community Sports Leadership Level 2 Award (CSL2)
5
Sports Leaders UK
Level 2 (9 UCAS credits) a Nationally recognised award.
While access to this unit is at the discretion of the centre candidates must
display the following qualities: (N5 pass at Sport and Recreation or S6 pupil
who demonstrates points listed).
 100% kit record
 Positive attitude to PE
 Role model qualities
 Responsible and trustworthy
 Able to work with peers and younger pupils
Unit 1: Plan, lead and evaluate a sport/activity
Unit 2: Develop leadership skills
Unit 3: Lead a session to improve fitness
Unit 4: Adapting sports activities
Unit 5: Establish and maintain a safe sport/activity session
Unit 6: Organise and deliver a sports event or competition
Unit 7: Pathways in sport and recreation
First Aid Certification
10 Hours demonstration of leadership within the community
Assessment is through observations, written and oral responses and
student’s ability to display role model qualities at all times. Each candidate
must record 10 hours of leadership and successfully obtain First Aid
certification. There is no final examination.
 Literacy
 Numeracy
 Health and Wellbeing
 Employability, Enterprise and Citizenship
 Thinking Skills
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23

COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

Early Education and Childcare - Skills for Work
5

COURSE DESCRIPTION

The Course is made up of four mandatory Units.

SQA
National 5
Higher English at a C level or with discussion with the Home Economics
Department.

Child Development and Health
This Unit is designed to introduce learners to the principles of child
development from 0–16 years. Learners will also learn about the
health needs of children and how health factors may affect the
development of children.
Play in Early Education and Childcare
This Unit allows learners to develop an understanding of the benefits of
a variety of types of play to children aged 0-12 years.
Working in Early Education and Childcare
This Unit allows learners to develop an understanding of the early
education and childcare sector. Learners will consider career options
within the sector and the skills, qualities and qualifications required to
fulfil these roles.
Care and Feeding of Children
This Unit enables the learner to examine the specific needs of a baby
and continuing needs of the child and how meeting these needs
contributes to the holistic development of the child.
The Course provides learners with the opportunity to develop through
practical experience and progress through reflection at all stages of the
experience. The focus of the Course is one of investigation and presentation
of findings in a variety of ways.
COURSE ASSESSMENT

There is no external assessment for this Course. Learners must successfully
complete each Unit to achieve a pass.

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED







Communication
Numeracy
Information Technology
Problem Solving
Working with Others
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SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23

COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY

Early Education and Childcare
5

LEVEL

National Progression Award (NPA) level 6

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

Pupils should have completed N5 Early Learning and Childcare and English

COURSE DESCRIPTION

The course is made up of seven mandatory units and three optional units

SQA

Mandatory Unit (nine credits):
 Child Development: Birth to 12 Years
 Developing an Understanding of Working with Children
 Developing an Understanding of Working with Children: Workplace
Experience
 Developmental Theory in Early Education and Childcare
 Holistic Approaches to Child Health
 Play in Early Education and Childcare
 Play in Practice
Optional Units (three credits)
 Supporting Children’s rights and Entitlements
 Care and Feeding of Children and Young People
 Partnerships in Early Education and Childcare

COURSE ASSESSMENT

To achieve this Course award the candidate must successfully complete all
component units.

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
SKILLS LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

Problem solving
Working with Others
Communication, Numeracy and ICT skills
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

Practical Cookery
5
SQA
National 4
Broad General Education completed to third level
This Course, which is mainly practical and experiential in nature, provides
learners with the opportunity to develop a range of cookery skills and food
preparation techniques, as well as planning, organisational and time
management skills, in hospitality-related contexts. Through its emphasis
on safety and hygiene, it will ingrain in learners the ability to follow safe
and hygienic practices in all cookery contexts.
This Course is made up of four mandatory Units, including the Added Value
Unit: Producing a Meal.
Cookery Skills, Techniques and Processes (National 4)
The purpose of this Unit is to develop learners’ cookery skills, food
preparation techniques and their ability to follow cookery processes, in the
context of producing dishes with minimal guidance. Learners will also
develop an understanding of the importance of safety and hygiene and the
ability to follow safe and hygienic practices at all times.
Organisational Skills for Cooking (National 4)
The purpose of this Unit is to develop learners’ ability to follow recipes and
time plans to produce dishes, with minimal guidance, and to work safely
and hygienically. They will also further develop the ability to carry out an
evaluation of the product. Learners will develop the ability to select
recipes and implement a time plan to produce two dishes.
Understanding and Using Ingredients (National 4)
The purpose of this Unit is to develop learners’ knowledge and
understanding of ingredients from a variety of different sources and their
uses. It also addresses the importance of responsible sourcing of
ingredients and of current dietary advice. Learners will develop an ability
to select and use appropriate ingredients, with minimal guidance, in the
preparation of dishes.
Added Value Unit: Producing a Meal (National 4)
The purpose of this Added Value Unit is to provide learners with the
opportunity to produce a two-course meal, safely and hygienically in one
hour thirty minutes. This practical activity will allow the learner to
demonstrate challenge and application.

COURSE ASSESSMENT

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

To gain National 4, learners must pass all units.
Units are assessed as pass or fail by the school.
National 4 Courses are not graded.
 Numeracy
 Employability, enterprise and citizenship
 Thinking skills
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SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS PER
WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

COURSE ASSESSMENT

Practical Cookery
5
SQA
National 5
Pass at National 4 or with recommendation from the Home Economics
Department.
Description
The course, which is practical and experiential in nature, develops a range
of cookery skills and food preparation techniques, as well as planning,
organisational and time management skills, in hospitality-related contexts.
Through its emphasis on safety and hygiene, the course instils in pupils an
understanding of the need to follow safe and hygienic practices in many
cookery contexts.
Pupils will enhance their cookery skills, food preparation techniques and
ability to follow cookery processes in the context of producing dishes.
Pupils’ knowledge and understanding of ingredients, and their
characteristics, will be developed. The importance of sustainability,
responsible sourcing of ingredients and current dietary advice are also
addressed.
Pupils develop planning, organisational and time management skills by
following recipes; and by planning, producing and costing dishes and
meals. They also extend their ability to carry out an evaluation of prepared
dishes.
Throughout the course, candidates develop their understanding of safety
and hygiene when working with ingredients as well as the importance of
following safe and hygienic practices at all times in a practical context.

Course Assessment
Question paper
The purpose of the question paper is to assess breadth of knowledge from
across the course, depth of understanding, and application of this
knowledge and understanding to answer appropriately challenging
questions.
The question paper requires candidates to draw on and apply knowledge
and understanding of all areas across the course.
Assignment and practical activity
The purpose of the assignment and practical activity is to assess practical
application of knowledge and skills from across the course to plan, prepare
and present a three-course meal to a given specification. It will assess
candidates’ skills in planning and implementing.
The practical activity requires candidates to clearly demonstrate
application of knowledge and skills, at an appropriate level, related to the
course content.
The question paper has a total mark allocation of 30 marks. This is 25% of
the overall marks for the course assessment.
The assignment and practical activity together have a total mark allocation
of 100 marks. This is 75% of the overall marks for course assessment.
27

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED





Numeracy
Employability, enterprise and citizenship
Thinking skills
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SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23

COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY

Health and Food Technology
5

LEVEL

National 5

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

BGE Home Economics, excellent alongside Biology and Chemistry
Question paper 60 marks – worth 50% of the overall marks
The purpose of this question paper is to assess the candidate’s ability to
integrate and apply breadth, knowledge, understanding and skills from
across the course. There are six questions, each worth 10 marks. Questions
are broken down into parts. Course content and skills are sampled across
questions.
This question paper gives candidates an opportunity to demonstrate the
following knowledge, understanding and skills:
 explaining and evaluating the relationship between health, food and
nutrition
 explaining the food product development process
 understanding current consumer issues and how to make informed
consumer decisions
Assignment 60 marks – worth 50% of the overall marks
The purpose of this assignment is to assess the application of knowledge,
understanding and skills from across the course through a technological
approach to problem-solving based on a brief. Briefs will have a food and
health or a consumer focus and candidates will use skills to investigate the
issue and develop a food product to meet the needs of the brief.
This assignment will give candidates an opportunity to demonstrate the
following knowledge, understanding and skills:
 a range of technological skills related to the production of a food
product to meet specified health and/or consumer needs
 research skills
 organisational and management skills
 evaluation skills

COURSE ASSESSMENT

Question paper 60 marks – worth 50% of the overall marks
Assignment 60 marks – worth 50% of the overall marks

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
SKILLS LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

1 Literacy
2 Numeracy
3 Health and wellbeing
4 Employability, enterprise and citizenship
5 Thinking skills

SQA
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SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS PER
WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

Physical Education
5
SQA
National 4
Broad General Education completed to third level
The main purpose of the Course is to develop and demonstrate movement
and performance skills. The central theme of the Course is to develop
approaches to enhance performance through monitoring and reflection.
The Course has two mandatory Units and an Added Value Unit:
Physical Education: Performance Skills (National 4)
The general aim of this Unit is to provide learners with the opportunity to
develop a range of movement and performance skills in physical activities, in
straightforward contexts. Learners will develop some consistency in their
control, fluency of movement and body and spatial awareness. They will also
learn how to respond to and meet the physical demands of performance in a
safe and effective way. The Unit offers opportunities for personalisation and
choice in the selection of physical activities.
Physical Education: Factors Impacting on Performance (National 4)
The general aim of this Unit is to provide learners with the opportunity to
explore and develop their knowledge of factors that impact on personal
performance in physical activities. Learners will record, monitor and reflect on
their own performance. There will be opportunities for personalisation and
choice through the selection of physical activities used in learning and
teaching.
Added Value Unit: Physical Education: Performance (National 4)
The general aim of this Unit is to enable learners to provide evidence of added
value for the National 4 Physical Education Course. Learners will prepare for
and carry out a performance, which will allow them to demonstrate challenge
and application.

COURSE ASSESSMENT

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

To achieve the National 4 Physical Education Course, learners must pass all of
the required units, including the Added Value Unit. National 4 Courses are not
graded. All Units are internally assessed.
Added Value Unit
Learners will integrate, extend and apply the skills and knowledge they have
learned during the Course. This will be assessed through a performance, which
must provide evidence of their ability to prepare for, carry out and reflect on a
performance in a physical activity. Learners will also be required to identify
future development needs.
The task will be sufficiently open and flexible to allow for personalisation and
choice.
 Literacy
Listening and talking
 Health and wellbeing
Emotional wellbeing
Physical wellbeing
 Employability, enterprise and citizenship
Working with others
 Thinking skills
Applying
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SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

Physical Education
5
SQA
National 5
Pass at National 4 or with recommendation from the Department.
The course comprises two areas of study:
Performance
This aims to develop pupils’ ability to perform in physical activities by
enabling them to acquire a comprehensive range of movement and
performance skills. They learn how to select, use, demonstrate and adapt
these skills. Pupils develop control and fluency during movement to enable
them to meet the physical demands of performance in a safe and effective
way. The course offers opportunities for personalisation and choice in the
selection of physical activities.
Factors impacting on performance
This aims to develop pupils’ knowledge and understanding of the factors
that impact on performance in physical activities. Pupils consider the
effects of mental, emotional, social and physical factors on performance,
and acquire an understanding of how to plan, monitor, record and
evaluate the process of performance development.

COURSE ASSESSMENT

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

Portfolio The purpose of the portfolio is to assess the pupil’s knowledge and
understanding of the performance development process. It assesses the
pupil’s ability to integrate skills and apply knowledge and understanding
from across the course.
The portfolio has a total of 60 marks. This is 50% of the overall marks for
the course assessment and it will be externally marked by SQA.
Performance
The purpose of this component is to assess the candidate’s ability to
effectively perform in two different physical activities.
Each performance is a single event in a challenging, competitive and/or
demanding context.
The performance has a total of 60 marks. This is 50% of the overall marks
for the course assessment. Each single performance event is marked out of
30 both performances will be internally marked by centre staff in line with
SQA marking instructions. 
 Literacy
Listening and talking
 Health and wellbeing
Emotional wellbeing
Physical wellbeing
 Employability, enterprise and citizenship
Working with others
 Thinking skills
Applying
Analysing and evaluating
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SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

Physical Education
5
SQA
Higher
National 5 in Physical Education having passed the Portfolio Assessment
The Course has two mandatory Units:
Physical Education: Performance Skills (Higher)
In this Unit, learners will develop a broad and comprehensive range of
complex movement and performance skills through a range of physical
activities. They will select, demonstrate, apply and adapt these skills, and
will use them to make informed decisions. They will also develop their
knowledge and understanding of how these skills combine to produce
effective outcomes. Learners will develop consistency, precision, control
and fluency of movement. They will also learn how to respond to and
meet the demands of performance in a safe and effective way. The Unit
offers opportunities for personalisation and choice through the selection
of physical activities used for learning and teaching.

COURSE ASSESSMENT

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
SKILLS LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

Physical Education: Factors Impacting on Performance (Higher)
In this Unit, learners will develop their knowledge and understanding of
mental, emotional, social and physical factors that impact on personal
performance in physical activities. Learners will consider how these factors
can influence effectiveness in performance. They will develop knowledge
and understanding of a range of approaches for enhancing performance
and will select and apply these two factors that impact on their personal
performance. They will create personal development plans, modify these
and justify decisions relating to future personal development needs.
The purpose of the performance is to assess the learner’s ability to plan,
prepare for, perform and evaluate their own personal performance in one
physical activity. The performance consists of three stages: Planning and
preparation, Single performance and Evaluation. The context of the single
performance must be challenging, competitive and/or demanding. The
purpose of the question paper is to assess the learner’s ability to integrate
and apply knowledge and understanding from across the Units.
The above information is based on the current assessment arrangements.
The assessment arrangements will be different for 2018/19 and we are
awaiting details from the SQA.
 Literacy
Listening and talking
 Health and wellbeing
Emotional wellbeing
Physical wellbeing
 Employability, enterprise and citizenship
Working with others
 Thinking skills
Analysing and evaluating
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COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY

Leadership Through Sport
5

LEVEL

Level 6

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

Pupils should have completed N5 Physical Education and English

COURSE DESCRIPTION

Leadership: An Introduction

SQA

In this unit pupil will be able to think about their potential for taking on a
leadership role. They will gather information about leadership principles,
styles and qualities used both in the past and at present. They will think
about their own qualities, skills and experience in relation to leadership.
Leadership in Practice
In this unit the pupil will be able to further develop their potential for
leadership. They will be given the opportunity to lead the planning for an
activity. This activity may be a standalone activity or it may be part of a
bigger project. They will lead others to carry out the plan. On completion of
the activity they will have time to reflect on its success and consider
carefully the contribution they have made

COURSE ASSESSMENT

To achieve this Course award the candidate must successfully complete all
component units.

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
SKILLS LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

Problem solving
Working with Others
Communication, Numeracy and ICT skills
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Languages
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SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

Creative Industries
5
SQA
National 5 – Skills for Work
A pass at National 4 English
This Course will give you the opportunity to learn about different aspects
of the sector called Creative Industries. The Creative Industries include:









Advertising;
Animation;
Film, Video and Photography;
Software, Computer Games and Electronic Publishing;
Music;
Visual and Performing Arts;
Publishing;
Television.

As this is such a wide area to work in, your Course will be focusing on a
selection of these areas. This means you will have the chance to work in
one or more of these areas.
As you work through the Course, you will gain an awareness of the
opportunities and jobs in the different sectors — and you will develop
transferable employability skills, including:








COURSE ASSESSMENT

an understanding of the workplace and the employee’s
responsibilities (eg time-keeping, appearance and customer care);
self-evaluation skills;
positive attitude to learning;
flexible approaches to solving problems;
adaptability and positive attitude to change;
confidence to set goals, reflect and learn from experience;
skills to become effective job-seekers and employees.

You will complete 4 Units within the course:
Unit 1 – An Introduction to the Creative Industries;
Unit 2 – Skills Development;
Unit 3 – The Creative Process;
Unit 4 – The Creative Project.
These will allow you to research careers in areas of the industry that
appeal to you, and work at developing a range of skills in these areas,
working towards planning and producing a final project. This final project
may be (among other things) a short film, an animation, comic strip or
portfolio of photography.
Assessment in this course is based on the demonstration of practical skills
development alongside the development of transferable employability
35

skills. There is also assessment of your written research, plans and action
sheets.
There is no final exam. A pass in the Course is achieved with the successful
completion of all four units.
SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

Literacy
 Reading
 Writing
 Listening and talking
Thinking skills
 Applying
 Creating
Core Skills
 Critical Thinking at SCQF level 5
 Working Co-operatively with Others at SCQF level 5
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SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY

English
5

LEVEL

National 4

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

Broad General Education completed to third level

COURSE DESCRIPTION

This Course is made up of four mandatory Units. The course provides
learners with the opportunity to develop their listening, talking, reading
and writing skills in order to understand and use language. The four Units
include the four language skills of listening, talking, reading and writing.

SQA

English: Analysis and Evaluation (National 4)
The purpose of this Unit is to provide learners with the opportunity to
develop listening and reading skills in the contexts of literature, language
and media. Learners develop the skills needed to understand, analyse and
evaluate straightforward texts.
English: Creation and Production (National 4)
The purpose of this Unit is to provide learners with the opportunity to
develop talking and writing skills in familiar contexts. Learners develop the
skills needed to create and produce straightforward texts in both written
and oral forms.
Literacy (National 4)
The purpose of this Unit is to develop the learners’ reading, writing,
listening and talking skills in a variety of forms relevant for learning, life
and work. Learners develop the ability to understand straightforward
ideas and information presented orally and in writing. Learners also
develop the ability to communicate ideas and information orally and in
writing with technical accuracy.
Added Value Unit: English Assignment (National 4)
The purpose of this Added Value Unit is to provide learners with the
opportunity to apply their language skills to investigate and report on a
chosen topic. This assignment will allow the learner to demonstrate
challenge and application.
COURSE ASSESSMENT
SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

To gain National 4, learners must pass all Units, including the assignment.
Units are assessed as pass or fail by the school.
 Literacy
 Thinking Skills
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COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

English
5
SQA
National 5
A pass at National 4 or Broad General Education completed to Fourth level
The main purpose of the Course is to provide learners with the opportunity
to develop the skills of listening, talking, reading and writing in order to
understand and use language.
Building on literacy skills, the Course develops understanding of the
complexities of language, including through the study of a wide range of
texts. The Course develops high levels of analytical thinking and
understanding of the impact of language.
The Course offers learners opportunities to develop and extend a wide
range of skills. In particular, the Course aims to enable learners to develop
the ability to:





COURSE ASSESSMENT

listen, talk, read and write, as appropriate to purpose, audience
and context;
understand, analyse and evaluate texts, including Scottish texts, as
appropriate to purpose and audience in the contexts of literature,
language and media;
create and produce texts, as appropriate to purpose, audience and
context;
apply knowledge and understanding of language.

This Course is made up of two optional Units which are internally assessed
and a Writing folio and exam which are externally assessed by SQA.
There is also - one internally assessed element that is compulsory.
The internally assessed Units are:
English: Analysis and Evaluation (National 5)
The purpose of this Unit is to provide learners with the opportunity to
develop listening and reading skills in the contexts of literature, language
and media. Learners develop the skills needed to understand, analyse and
evaluate detailed texts.
English: Creation and Production (National 5)
The purpose of this Unit is to provide learners with the opportunity to
develop talking and writing skills in a range of contexts. Learners develop
the skills needed to create and produce detailed texts in both written and
oral forms.
These units need only be attempted if you are unlikely to achieve a pass in
the external exam.
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The externally assessed elements are:
Listening and Talking Component: You must complete a listening and
talking exercise to National 5 standard. This is internally assessed and is a
pass or fail.

Writing Folio: Two pieces of writing (one broadly discursive and one
broadly creative) are sent to SQA in March. This is worth 30% of your
overall grade.
Final Exam: There are two papers in the final exam.
1. The Reading for Understanding, Analysis and Evaluation paper
tests your close reading skills. This is worth 30% of your overall
grade.
2. The Critical Reading paper requires you to answer questions on
Scottish Set Texts and write a critical essay on literature that has
been studied in class. This is worth 40% of your overall grade.
SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

Literacy
 Reading
 Writing
 Listening and talking
Thinking skills
 Applying
 Analysing and evaluating
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SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

English
5

COURSE DESCRIPTION

The main purpose of the Course is to provide learners with the opportunity
to develop the skills of listening, talking, reading and writing in order to
understand and use language.

SQA
Higher
A-C pass at National 5

Building on literacy skills, the Course develops understanding of the
complexities of language, including through the study of a wide range of
texts. The Course develops high levels of analytical thinking and
understanding of the impact of language.
The Course offers learners opportunities to develop and extend a wide
range of skills. In particular, the Course aims to enable learners to develop
the ability to:




COURSE ASSESSMENT

listen, talk, read and write, as appropriate to purpose, audience
and context;
understand, analyse and evaluate texts, including Scottish texts, as
appropriate to purpose and audience in the contexts of literature,
language and media;
create and produce texts, as appropriate to purpose, audience and
context;
apply knowledge and understanding of language.

This course is made up of two optional units which are internally assessed
and a writing folio and exam which are externally assessed by SQA. There
is also one internally assessed element that is compulsory.
English: Analysis and Evaluation (Higher)
The purpose of this Unit is to provide learners with the opportunity to
develop listening and reading skills in the contexts of literature, language
and media. Learners develop the skills needed to understand, analyse and
evaluate detailed and complex texts.
English: Creation and Production (Higher)
The purpose of this Unit is to provide learners with the opportunity to
develop talking and writing skills in a wide range of contexts. Learners
develop the skills needed to create and produce detailed and complex
language in both written and oral forms.
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The externally assessed elements are:
Listening and Talking Component:
You must complete a listening and talking exercise to National 5 standard.
This is internally assessed and is a pass or fail.
Writing Folio:
Two pieces of writing (one broadly discursive and one broadly creative) are
sent to SQA in April. This is worth 30% of your overall grade.
Final Exam:
There are two papers in the final exam.
1. The Reading for Understanding, Analysis and Evaluation paper
tests your close reading skills. This is worth 30% of your overall
grade.
2. The Critical Reading paper requires you to answer questions on
Scottish Set Texts and write a critical essay on literature that has
been studied in class. This is worth 40% of your overall grade.
SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

Literacy
 Reading
 Writing
 Listening and talking
Thinking skills
 Applying
 Analysing and evaluating
Core Skills
 Communication at SCQF level 6
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COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

English
5 (dependent on uptake)
SQA
Advanced Higher
A or B pass at Higher
The main purpose of the Course is to provide learners with the opportunity
to apply critical, analytical and evaluative skills to a wide range of complex
and sophisticated texts from different genres. Learners will develop
sophisticated writing skills, responding to the way structure, form and
language shape the overall meaning of texts.
The Course provides personalisation and choice for you by allowing you to
choose to develop skills in different types of writing, and by developing
your awareness of the relationship between text and context in the
analysis and evaluation of literary texts.
The Course offers you opportunities to develop and extend a wide range of
skills. In particular, the course aims to enable you to develop the ability to:





COURSE ASSESSMENT

critically analyse and evaluate a wide range of complex and
sophisticated literary texts, as appropriate to purpose and
audience;
apply critical, investigative and analytical skills to a literary topic of
personal interest;
create a range of complex and sophisticated texts, as appropriate
to different purposes and audiences;
apply knowledge and understanding of complex language in a wide
range of contexts and use creative and critical thinking to
synthesise ideas and arguments. The Course also develops high
levels of analytical thinking and understanding of the impact of
language.

The Course is made up of two optional Units and 3 externally assessed
elements
The optional internally assessed Units are:
English: Analysis and Evaluation of Literary Texts (Advanced Higher)
The purpose of this Unit is to provide learners with opportunities to
develop skills in the analysis and evaluation of a wide range of complex
and sophisticated literary texts, as appropriate to purpose and audience.
English: Creation and Production (Advanced Higher)
The purpose of this Unit is to provide learners with opportunities to create
a range of complex and sophisticated texts, as appropriate to different
purposes and audiences.
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The externally assessed elements are:
Writing Folio:
You will produce two pieces of writing for two different purposes and
audiences.
There is no requirement to write both creatively and discursively. This
component will have 30 marks (30% of the total mark). Up to 15 marks
will be awarded for each piece of writing selected for the portfolio.
Dissertation:
You will be required to independently plan, research and write a
dissertation focusing on literature or an aspect of language. This should be
between 2,500 and 3500 words long. This is worth 30% of your total mark.
Final Exam: There are two papers in the final exam.
1. The Literary Study paper requires you to write a critical essay on
literature that has been studied in class. This is worth 20% of your
overall grade.
2. The Textual Analysis paper requires you to choose one question on
an unseen literary text and write an extended critical analysis of it.
This is worth 20% of your overall grade.
SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

Literacy
 Reading
 Writing
 Listening and talking
Thinking skills
 Applying
 Analysing and evaluating
 Creating
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COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

French
5
SQA
National 4
Broad General Education completed to third level
This Course consists of three Units.
The Course provides learners with the opportunity to develop their
listening, talking, reading and writing skills in order to understand and use
the foreign language.
Unit 1 : Understanding Language
The purpose of this Unit is to provide learners with the opportunities to
develop their receptive language skills (ie Reading and Listening) through
topic-based study. Learners develop the skills needed to understand and
interpret straightforward written and spoken passages in French.
Unit 2: Using Language
The purpose of this Unit is to provide learners with the opportunities to
develop their productive language skills (ie Talking and Writing) though
topic-based study. Learners develop the communication skills needed to
talk and write in familiar contexts.
Added Value Unit
The purpose of this Unit is to provide learners to apply all four language
skills to investigate and report on a chosen topic. This assignment will
allow the learner to demonstrate challenge and application.

COURSE ASSESSMENT

To gain National 4, learners must pass both Units including the Added
Value assignment.
Units are assessed as pass or fail by the school.

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED
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COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

French
5
SQA
National 5
National 4
The National 5 French Course develops literacy skills by giving learners
opportunities to read, listen, talk and write in French and to reflect on how
this relates to English. This Course enables learners to understand and use
a modern language, to apply their knowledge of a modern language, and
to develop planning, research and language skills.

COURSE ASSESSMENT

This course consists of:




1 writing assignment (externally marked)
1 talking assignment (internally marked and verified by SQA)
Exam - Paper 1 - Reading and Writing
Paper 2 - Listening (Externally marked)

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED
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SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23

COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

French
5
SQA
Higher
Pass (A-C) at National 5 French
This Course consists of the study of listening,, talking, reading and writing
and a final Course Assessment.
The Course provides learners with the opportunity to further develop their
listening, talking, reading and writing skills in order to understand and use
the foreign language. Learners also develop the language skill of
translation, and to apply their knowledge and understanding of French in
different contexts.
To gain Higher French, learners will be given the opportunity to develop
these skills before sitting the Course Assessment.

COURSE ASSESSMENT

This course consists of:
 1 writing assignment (externally marked)
 1 talking assignment (internally marked and verified by SQA)
 Exam
Paper 1 – Reading and Writing
Paper 2 – Listening (externally marked)

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED
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SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23

COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

French
5 (dependent on uptake)
SQA
Advanced Higher
Pass (A-C) at Higher French
This Course consists of a portfolio of work and a final Course Assessment.
The Course provides learners with the opportunity to further develop their
listening, talking, reading and writing skills in order to understand and use
the foreign language. Learners also build on the translation skills
introduced at Higher and their knowledge and understanding of French in
different contexts with greater independence.
Portfolio of Work
This portfolio is an analysis in English of French literature, media or
Language in Work. Learners will select a topic of interest to them to
research independently.
To gain Advanced Higher French, learners must complete the portfolio
work before sitting the course assessment.

COURSE ASSESSMENT

1

Reading & Translation

- assessed externally in April/May.

2

Listening & Discursive Writing - assessed externally in April/May.

3

Talking

- assessed externally in February/March.

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED
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SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23

COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

German
5
SQA
National 4
Broad General Education completed to third level
This Course is made up of three Units.
The Course provides learners with the opportunity to develop their
listening, talking, reading and writing skills in order to understand and use
the foreign language.
Unit 1: Understanding Language
The purpose of this Unit is to provide learners with the opportunities to
develop their receptive language skills (ie Reading and Listening) through
topic-based study. Learners develop the skills needed to understand and
interpret straightforward written and spoken passages in German.
Unit 2: Using Language
The purpose of this Unit is to provide learners with the opportunities to
develop their productive language skills (ie Talking and Writing) though
topic-based study. Learners develop the communication skills needed to
talk and write in familiar contexts.
Added Value Unit
The purpose of this Unit is to provide learners to apply all four language
skills to investigate and report on a chosen topic. This assignment will
allow the learner to demonstrate challenge and application.

COURSE ASSESSMENT

To gain National 4, learners must pass both Units including the Added
Value assignment.
Units are assessed as pass or fail by the school.

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED
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SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23

COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

German
5

COURSE ASSESSMENT

This course consists of:

SQA
National 5
National 4
The National 5 German Course develops literacy skills by giving learners
opportunities to read, listen, talk and write in German and to reflect on
how this relates to English. This Course enables learners to understand
and use a modern language, to apply their knowledge of a modern
language, and to develop planning, research and language skills.





1 writing assessment (externally marked)
1 talking assessment (internally marked and verified by SQA)
Exam - Paper 1 - Reading and writing
Paper 2 - Listening (Externally marked)

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED
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SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23

COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

German
5

COURSE ASSESSMENT

This course consists of:
 1 writing assignment (externally marked)
 1 talking assignment (internally marked and verified by SQA)
 Exam
Paper 1 – Reading and Writing
Paper 2 – Listening (externally marked)

SQA
Higher
Pass (A-C) at National 5 German
This Course consists of two Units and a final Course Assessment.
The Course provides learners with the opportunity to further develop their
listening, talking, reading and writing skills in order to understand and use
the foreign language. Learners also develop the language skill of
translation, and to apply their knowledge and understanding of French in
different contexts.

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED
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SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23

COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

German
5 (dependent on uptake)
SQA
Advanced Higher
Pass (A-C) at Higher German
This Course consists of a portfolio of work and a final Course Assessment.
The Course provides learners with the opportunity to further develop their
listening, talking, reading and writing skills in order to understand and use
the foreign language. Learners also build on the translation skills
introduced at Higher and their knowledge and understanding of German in
different contexts with greater independence.
Portfolio of Work
This portfolio is an analysis in English of German literature, media or
Language in Work. Learners will select a topic of interest to them to
research independently.
To gain Advanced Higher German, learners must complete the portfolio of
work before sitting the Course Assessment.

COURSE ASSESSMENT

1. Reading & Translation

- assessed externally in April/May.

2. Listening & Discursive Writing - assessed externally in April/May.
3. Talking

- assessed externally in February/March.

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED
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SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

Applications of Mathematics
5
SQA
National 3/4
Broad General Education Mathematics competent at second level.
This Course enables learners to acquire mathematical and numerical skills
and apply them in a variety of real-life situations. In addition, learners will
develop thinking skills and will gain experience in making informed
decisions.
Manage Money and Data The general aim of this Unit is to enable learners
to apply their skills, knowledge and understanding of mathematics and
numeracy to manage money and data in real-life contexts. Learners will
build on their mathematical and numerical skills to determine factors
affecting income and expenditure, budgeting and saving. Learners will also
organise, present and interpret data based on real-life contexts.
Shape, Space and Measure The general aim of this Unit is to enable
learners to apply their skills, knowledge and understanding of shape, space
and measures in real-life contexts. Learners will build on their
mathematical and numerical skills by using measures and elementary
geometry to tackle real-life situations.
Numeracy The general aim of this Unit is to develop learners’ numerical
and information handling skills to solve simple, real-life problems involving
number, money, time and measurement. As learners tackle real-life
problems, they will use their knowledge of number processes, information
handling and probability to make informed decisions.

COURSE ASSESSMENT

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

To achieve the National 3 Applications of Mathematics Course, learners
must pass all of the required Units. Units are assessed as pass or fail by the
school.
 Numeracy
 Literacy
 Thinking skills
 Reasoning skills
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SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23

COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS PER
WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

Applications of Mathematics
5

COURSE DESCRIPTION

The National 5 Applications of Mathematics course explores the
applications of mathematical techniques and skills in everyday situations,
including financial matters, statistics, and measurement. The skills,
knowledge and understanding in the course also support learning in other
curriculum areas, such as technology, health and wellbeing, science, and
social studies.

SQA
National 5
Broad General Education mathematics competent at fourth level. Senior
phase mathematics a competent pass at National 4

Managing finance and statistics The general aim of this Unit is to develop
skills that focus on the use of mathematical ideas and valid strategies that
can be applied to managing finance and statistics in real-life contexts
which may be new to the learner. This includes skills in analysing financial
positions, budgeting as well as organising and presenting data to justify
solutions and/or draw conclusions. The Outcomes cover aspects of finance
and statistics in real-life situations requiring mathematical reasoning.
Geometry and measures The general aim of this Unit is to develop skills
that focus on the use of mathematical ideas and valid strategies that can
be applied to geometry and measurement in real-life contexts which may
be new to the learner. This includes skills in analysing and using geometry
and measures to determine and justify solutions to real-life problems. The
Outcomes cover aspects of geometry and measurement in real-life
situations requiring reasoning.
Numeracy The general aim of this Unit is to develop learners’ numerical
and information handling skills to solve real-life problems involving
number, money, time and measurement. At this level, real-life problems
will have some complex features and be set in contexts which are likely to
be unfamiliar to the learner. As learners tackle real-life problems, they will
decide what numeracy and information handling skills to use, and how to
apply those skills to an appropriate level of accuracy. Learners will also
interpret graphical data and use their knowledge and understanding of
probability to identify solutions to solve real-life problems involving
money, time and measurement. Learners will use their solutions to make
and justify decisions.
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COURSE ASSESSMENT

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
SKILLS LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

The grade awarded is based on the total marks achieved across all course
assessment components i.e. the final exam.
A candidate’s overall grade is determined by their performance across the
course assessment. The course assessment is graded A–D on the basis of
the total mark for all course assessment components.
Numeracy
Literacy
Think skills
Reasoning skills
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COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

Applications of Mathematics
5
SQA
Higher
A/B at National 5 in either Mathematics or Applications of Mathematics
Learners who could study Higher Applications of Mathematics
The course is suitable for a wide range of learners, including those who
wish to progress to further learning and employment in non-STEM areas. It
will provide progression for learners who have achieved National 5
Applications of Mathematics, National 5 Mathematics or equivalent.
Why are we offering the course
Mathematics is fundamental to our society and economy. Advances in
technology are changing the way we work, communicate and access
information, and there is an increasing need for learners to acquire more
mathematical skills in preparation for modern citizenship, further study
and employment.
The new Higher Applications of Mathematics will enable learners to
develop mathematical, statistical and financial skills for everyday life.
These transferable skills are sought after by employers and universities,
and are relevant to a wide range of subjects and sectors
Higher Applications of Mathematics equips learners with the skills needed
to interpret, analyse, and critically appraise statistical and mathematical
information; simplify and solve problems; assess risk and make informed
decisions by enhancing critical and logical thinking.
The course aims to:







select, apply, combine and adapt mathematical and statistical literacy
skills needed for life, work and further study in a wide range of
curricular areas
further develop financial literacy in real-life contexts
use appropriate digital technology to manipulate and model
mathematical, statistical and financial information
use mathematical reasoning skills to generalise, build arguments, draw
logical conclusions, assess risk, and make informed decisions in familiar
and unfamiliar situations
use a range of mathematical skills to analyse, interpret and present
data and numerical information
appraise quantitative information critically in the light of modelling or
statistical assumptions
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Mathematical modelling



understanding and applying the process of mathematical modelling
using software effectively in calculations

Statistics and probability
Applying statistical skills to:





basic probability
data
correlation and linear regression
data analysis, interpretation and communication

Finance




calculating present and future values of monetary payments
solving problems related to personal finance products and transactions
applying personal financial planning skills

Planning and decision making

COURSE ASSESSMENT
SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

project planning and associated decision making
Component 1: Question Paper, 80 marks, 2 hours and 30 minutes
Component 2: Statistics project, 30 marks
1 Literacy
1.2 Writing
2 Numeracy
2.1 Number processes
2.2 Money, time and measurement
2.3 Information handling
4 Employability, enterprise and citizenship
4.2 Information and communications technology (ICT)
5 Thinking skills
5.3 Applying
5.4 Analysing and evaluating
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COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS PER
WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

Mathematics
5

COURSE DESCRIPTION

Learners will acquire and apply operational skills necessary for developing
mathematical ideas. Learners will develop mathematical reasoning skills and
will gain experience in making informed decisions.

SQA
National 4
Broad General Education Mathematics competent at third level or a pass at
National 3 Applications of Mathematics

Expressions and Formulae Unit: The general aim of this Unit is to develop
skills linked to straight forward mathematical expressions and formulae. These
include the manipulation of abstract terms, the simplification of expressions
and the evaluation of formulae. The Outcomes cover aspects of algebra,
geometry, statistics and reasoning.
Relationships Unit: The general aim of this Unit is to develop skills linked to
straight forward mathematical relationships. These include solving equations,
understanding graphs and working with trigonometric ratios. The Outcomes
cover aspects of algebra, geometry, trigonometry, statistics and reasoning.
Numeracy: The general aim of this Unit is to develop learners’ numerical and
information handling skills to solve straight forward, real-life problems
involving number, money, time and measurement. As learners tackle real-life
problems, they will decide what numeracy skills to use and how to apply these
skills to an appropriate level of accuracy. Learners will also interpret graphical
data and use their knowledge and understanding of probability to identify
solutions to straightforward real-life problems involving money, time and
measurement. Learners will use their solutions to make and explain decisions.
Mathematics Test: This is the Added Value Unit of the National 4 Mathematics
Course. The general aim of this Unit is to enable the learner to provide
evidence of added value for the National 4 Mathematics course through
successful completion of a test which will allow the learner to demonstrate
breadth and challenge.
Breadth and challenge will be demonstrated through the use and integration
of mathematical ideas and strategies linked to straight forward mathematical
expressions, formulae and relationships. This will include the application of
algebraic, geometric, trigonometric, statistical and reasoning skills. Numerical
skills underpin all aspects of the course, and the ability to use these without
the aid of a calculator will also be assessed.
COURSE ASSESSMENT

To gain National 4, learners must pass all units including the final Mathematics
test. Units and the Mathematics test are assessed as pass or fail by the school.

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED






Numeracy
Literacy
Thinking skills
Reasoning skills
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COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

Mathematics
5

COURSE DESCRIPTION

Learners will acquire and apply operational skills necessary for developing
mathematical ideas. Learners will develop mathematical reasoning skills
and will gain experience in making informed decisions.

SQA
National 5
Broad General Education Mathematics competent at fourth level or a pass
at National 4 Mathematics

Expressions and Formulae Unit: The general aim of this Unit is to develop
skills linked to mathematical expressions and formulae. These include the
manipulation of abstract terms, the simplification of expressions and the
evaluation of formulae. The outcomes cover aspects of number, algebra,
geometry and reasoning.
Relationships Unit: The general aim of this Unit is to develop skills linked
to mathematical relationships. These include solving and manipulating
equations, working with graphs and carrying out calculations on the
lengths and angles of shapes. The outcomes cover aspects of algebra,
geometry, trigonometry and reasoning.
Applications Unit: The general aim of this Unit is to develop skills linked to
applications of mathematics. These include using trigonometry, geometry,
number processes and statistics within real-life contexts. The outcomes
cover aspects of these skills and also skills in reasoning.
COURSE ASSESSMENT

To gain National 5 Mathematics learners must pass the final exam. The
final exam is set, marked and graded (A to D) by the SQA.

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED






Numeracy
Literacy
Thinking skills
Reasoning skills
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SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23

COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

Mathematics
5
SQA
Higher
National 5 Mathematics pass at grades A to C
Course Structure
This Course will develop, deepen and extend the mathematical skills
necessary at this level and beyond.
Learners will acquire and apply operational skills necessary for exploring
mathematical ideas through symbolic representation and diagrams. In
addition, learners will develop mathematical reasoning skills and will gain
experience in making informed decisions.
Expressions and Functions Unit: The general aim of this Unit is to develop
knowledge and skills that involve the manipulation of expressions, the use
of vectors and the study of mathematical functions. The outcomes cover
aspects of algebra, geometry and trigonometry, and also skills in
mathematical reasoning and modelling.
Relationships and Calculus Unit: The general aim of this Unit is to develop
knowledge and skills that involve solving equations and to introduce both
differential calculus and integral calculus. The outcomes cover aspects of
algebra, trigonometry, calculus, and also skills in mathematical reasoning
and modelling.
Applications Unit: The general aim of this Unit is to develop knowledge
and skills that involve geometric applications, applications of sequences
and applications of calculus. The outcomes cover aspects of algebra,
geometry, calculus, and also skills in mathematical reasoning and
modelling.

COURSE ASSESSMENT

To gain Higher Mathematics learners must pass the final exam. The final
exam is set, marked and graded (A to D) by the SQA.

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED






Numeracy
Literacy
Thinking skills
Reasoning Skills
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COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

Mathematics
5 (dependent on uptake)
SQA
Advanced Higher
Higher Mathematics pass at grades A to C
Learners will acquire and apply operational skills necessary for exploring
more complex mathematical ideas. In addition, learners will develop
mathematical reasoning skills and will gain experience in logical thinking
and methods of proof.
Methods in Algebra and Calculus: The general aim of the unit is to develop
advanced knowledge and skills in algebra and calculus that can be used in
practical and abstract situations to manage information in mathematical
form. The outcomes cover partial fractions, standard procedures for both
differential calculus and integral calculus, as well as methods for solving
both first and second order differential equations. The importance of
logical thinking and proof is emphasised throughout.
Applications of Algebra and Calculus: The general aim of the unit is to
develop advanced knowledge and skills that involve the application of
algebra and calculus to real life and mathematical situations, including
applications to geometry. Learners will acquire skills in interpreting and
analysing problem situations where these skills can be used. The
outcomes cover the binomial theorem, the algebra of complex numbers,
properties of functions, and rates of change. Aspects of sequences and
series are introduced, including summations, proved by induction.
Geometry, Proof and Systems of Equations: The general aim of the unit is
to develop advanced knowledge and skills that involve geometry, number
and algebra, and to examine the close relationship between them.
Learners will develop skills in logical thinking. The outcomes cover
matrices, vectors, solving systems of equations, the geometry of complex
numbers, as well as processes of rigorous proof.

COURSE ASSESSMENT

To gain Advanced Higher Mathematics learners must pass all units and the
final exam. Units are assessed as pass or fail by the school. The final exam
is set, marked and graded (A to D) by the SQA.

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED






Numeracy
Literacy
Thinking skills
Reasoning Skills
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COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

Personal Finance Award and Numeracy
5
Jointly SQA & IFS University College
4 /5
National 3 Applications of Mathematics or above, equivalent Mathematics
courses are also acceptable.
The Personal Finance Award consists of two mandatory units
The Principles of Money
This Unit will help candidates to gain a better understanding of what
money is and where it comes from. It will help candidates to understand
sources of income, how to store and access their money and how to use a
budget. Candidates will also learn about foreign exchange.
Money Management
This Unit focuses on managing money and equips candidates with the skills
required to deal with everyday financial encounters. Candidates will learn
about bills and budgeting and will look at the costs involved with
borrowing money. They will consider insurance and long term financial
planning and will look at different ways of buying goods and how to
compare different deals.
Numeracy at SCQF level 5

COURSE ASSESSMENT

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

The general aim of this Unit is to develop learners’ numerical and
information handling skills to solve real-life problems involving number,
money, time and measurement. At this level, real-life problems will have
some complex features and be set in contexts which are unfamiliar to the
learner. As learners tackle real-life problems, they will decide what
numeracy and information skills to use, and how to apply those skills to an
appropriate level of accuracy. Learners will also interpret graphical data
and use their knowledge and understanding of probability to identify
solutions to solve real-life problems involving money, time and
measurement. Learners will also use their solutions to make and justify
decisions.
To achieve the finance Units candidates must pass two online assessments.
Numeracy is assessed as a stand-alone unit and marked passed or fail by
the school.
 Number processes
 Money, time and measurement
 Information handling
 Thinking skills
 Literacy skills
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Sciences
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SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

NPA – Applied Science
5
SQA
Level 5
BGE Science to Level 3 or 4
The NPA in Applied Science is an exciting new science course, which
develops techniques that are important in the STEM (science, technology,
engineering and maths) sector and is particularly important given the
existing and projected shortfall in suitably qualified individuals in these
areas.
Applied Science develops knowledge and understanding of Biology,
Chemistry and Physics and develops skills in good laboratory practice. The
course is designed to help learners prepare for progression to extended
qualifications at level 5.
The NPA in Applied Science at SCQF level 5 consists of five mandatory Units
and one optional unit:
Unit 1 – Introduction to Chemistry
Unit 2 – Waves and Optics
Unit 3 – Radioactivity
Unit 4 – The Human Body
Unit 4 – Forensic Science: Applications

COURSE ASSESSMENT

Level 5 Applied Science is internally assessed. Each unit has a mandatory
end of Unit assessment. Learners must pass each of these assessments to
gain the level 5 qualification.
Learners also have to carry out an assessed practical activity and an
investigation assignment both of which are assessed internally on a
pass/fail basis.

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED





Learn to use scientific methods and equipment accurately
Use problem solving to interpret experimental data
Combine and present their ideas while communicating with others
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COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

Biology
5
SQA
National 4
BGE Science to Level 4
The Biology Courses offered in the Senior Phase will enable learners to:




Develop an interest and enthusiasm for Biology;
Develop an understanding of the role of Biology in relation to the
scientific issues that affect our daily lives;
Establish a foundation for further study of Biology by improving
knowledge and understanding and by developing skills.

The National 4 Biology Course is made up of 3 mandatory Units:
Unit 1 – Cell Biology – covering cell division, DNA and genes, uses of cells
by industry, enzymes, photosynthesis, respiration, micro organisms and
controversial procedures.
Unit 2 – Multicellular Organisms – covering reproduction in animals and
plants, uses of plants, genetics, growth and development and maintaining
stable internal conditions.
Unit 3 – Life on Earth – covering Biodiversity, human impact on the
environment, the nitrogen cycle, fertilisers, adaptations for survival and
behaviours.
National 4 Biology allows progression into National 5 Biology in S5.
COURSE ASSESSMENT

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

National 4 Biology is internally assessed. Each unit has a mandatory end of
Unit assessment. Learners must pass each of these assessments to gain
the National 4 qualification.
Learners also have to carry out an assessed practical activity and an
investigation assignment (AVU), both of which are assessed internally on a
pass/fail basis.
 Literacy
 Numeracy
 Thinking Skills
 Health and Wellbeing
 Team Working and Leadership
 Practical Skills including some Laboratory Techniques
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COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

Biology
5
SQA
National 5
This Course is suitable for progression from S3 Level 4 Biology or other
sciences.
For pupils with no previous Biology experience, suitable performance at
Level 4 in Chemistry or Physics along with good mathematical skills.
The Course may also be suitable for pupils with National 5 Chemistry or
Physics in discussion with the PTC Sciences.

COURSE DESCRIPTION

The Biology Courses offered in the Senior Phase will enable learners to:




Develop an interest and enthusiasm for Biology;
Develop an understanding of the role of Biology in relation to the
scientific issues that affect our daily lives;
Establish a foundation for further study of Biology by improving
knowledge and understanding and by developing skills.

The National 5 Biology Course is made up of 3 topics:
Topic 1 – Cell Biology – covering cell structure, transport across
membranes, cell division, DNA and protein synthesis, proteins and
enzymes, genetic engineering and respiration.
Topic 2 – Multicellular Organisms – covering cells, tissues and organs,
stem cells and meristems, control and communication (nerves and
hormones) reproduction, inheritance, transport in animals and plants.
Topic 3 – Life on Earth – covering Biodiversity, photosynthesis, energy and
ecosystems, sampling techniques, adaptation, natural selection, evolution
and human impact on the environment.
National 5 Biology allows progression into Higher Human Biology.
COURSE ASSESSMENT

Research assignment – carried out in class time and marked by the SQA.
Final exam – mix of multiple choice questions, restricted and extended
response questions.

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

Literacy, Numeracy, Thinking Skills, Health and Wellbeing, Team Working
and Leadership, Practical Skills including some Laboratory Techniques.
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COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

Human Biology
5 + tutorial
SQA
Higher
National 5 biology at A/B is recommended.
Higher Human Biology will enable learners to:




develop an interest and enthusiasm for Biology.
develop an understanding of the role of Biology in relation to the
scientific issues that affect our daily lives.
establish a foundation for further study of Biology by improving
knowledge and understanding and by developing skills.

Biology provides essential skills and knowledge for progression into many
University Courses and Careers. These include Medicine, Pharmacy,
Veterinary Medicine, Dentistry, Research, Teaching and many more.
The Higher Human Biology course is made up of 3 mandatory topics:
Topic 1 – Human Cells - division and differentiation of cells, DNA structure
and replication, gene expression, mutations, human genomics, metabolic
pathways, cellular respiration and energy systems in muscle cells.
Topic 2 – Physiology and Health – gamete production and fertilisation,
hormonal control of reproduction, biology of controlling fertility, ante and
postnatal screening, the structure and function of arteries, capillaries and
veins, structure and function of the heart, pathology of cardiovascular
disease and blood glucose levels and obesity.
Topic 3 – Neurobiology and Immunology – division of the nervous system
and neural pathways, cerebral cortex, memory, cells of the nervous system
and neurotransmitters at synapses, non-specific body defences, specific
cellular defences against pathogens, immunisation and clinical trials of
vaccines and drugs.
COURSE ASSESSMENT

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED




Research assignment – externally assessed by SQA.
Final examination – externally assessed by SQA.

Literacy, numeracy, thinking skills, health and wellbeing, team working and
leadership, practical skills including some laboratory techniques.
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COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

Biology
3 (dependent on uptake)
SQA
Advanced Higher
Recommended A/B at Higher Biology
The Biology Courses offered in the Senior Phase will enable learners to:




Develop an interest and enthusiasm for Biology;
Develop an understanding of the role of Biology in relation to the
scientific issues that affect our daily lives;
Establish a foundation for further study of Biology by improving
knowledge and understanding and by developing skills.

Biology provides essential skills and knowledge for progression into many
University Courses and Careers. These include Medicine, Pharmacy,
Veterinary Medicine, Dentistry, Research, Teaching and many more.
The Advanced Higher Biology Course is made up of 3 main areas of study:
Topic 1 - Cells and Proteins - Laboratory techniques, proteins, signal
transduction, cellular communication and cell division.
Topic 2 - Organisms and Evolution - Field techniques, evolution,
reproduction, sex and behaviour and parasitism.
Topic 3 - Investigative Biology - Scientific principles and process,
experimentation and critical evaluation of biological research.
COURSE ASSESSMENT

Advance Higher Biology has both internal and external assessments.
Internal Assessment:
Each topic has a mandatory end of Unit assessment. Learners must pass
each of these assessments to gain the Advanced Higher qualification.
Learners also have to carry out an assessed practical activity which is
assessed on a pass/fail basis.
External Assessment:
Research assignment – carried out in class time and marked by the SQA.

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

Final SQA exam – mix of multiple choice questions, restricted and
extended response questions.
Literacy, Numeracy, Thinking Skills, Health and Wellbeing, Team Working
and Leadership, Practical Skills including Laboratory Techniques.
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COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

Chemistry
5
SQA
National 4
This Course is suitable for progression from BGE Science.
Chemistry helps us understand the world around us by looking at how
substances interact with each other. In everyday life, Chemistry is used to
make new substances by carrying out chemical reactions. Chemists help
provide us with essential products including plastics, fuels, metals, dyes,
flavourings for foods and medicines.
Chemistry provides essential skills and knowledge for progression into
many Careers and College/University Courses. These include Laboratory
Work, Medicine, Hairdressing, Beauty Therapy, Oil Industry, Renewable
Energy, Teaching and many more.
CONTENT AND STRUCTURE:
The Course has three Units of study:
Unit 1 Chemical Changes and Structure
- Rates of Reaction
- Energy changes of reactions
- Acids & Bases
Unit 2 Nature’s Chemistry
- Fuels & Hydrocarbons
- Environmental impact of fuels
- Everyday Consumer Products
Unit 3 Chemistry in Society
- Metals and alloys
- Plastics
- Fertilisers

COURSE ASSESSMENT

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

Content of the Course relates to the impact of Chemistry on Society and
the Environment, with the themes of sustainability and industry.
Teaching will consist of tutorial lessons, practical activities and active
learning. There will be regular homework exercises and in class questions,
relating to Assessment Style Questions. National 4 Chemistry provides a
foundation for progression towards National 5 Chemistry.
3 Unit Assessments – internally assessed but verified by SQA
Research assignment – internally assessed but verified by SQA
Course award pass/fail on basis of unit assessments and research
assignment
Literacy, Numeracy, Thinking Skills, Health and Wellbeing, Team Working
and Leadership, Practical Skills including Laboratory Techniques.
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23

COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

Chemistry
5
SQA
National 5
This Course is suitable for progression from S3 Level 4 Chemistry or other
sciences.
For pupils with no previous Chemistry experience, suitable performance at
Level 4 in Biology or Physics along with good mathematical skills.

COURSE DESCRIPTION

The Course may also be suitable for pupils with National 5 Biology or
Physics in discussion with the PTC Sciences.
Chemistry helps us understand the world around us by looking at how
substances interact with each other. In everyday life, Chemistry is used to
make new substances by carrying out chemical reactions. Chemists help
provide us with essential products including plastics, fuels, metals, dyes,
flavourings for foods and medicines.
Chemistry provides essential skills and knowledge for progression into
many Careers and College & University Courses. These include Laboratory
Work, Medicine, Hairdressing, Beauty Therapy, Oil Industry, Renewable
Energy, Veterinary Medicine, Dentistry, Pharmacy, Teaching and many
more.
CONTENT AND STRUCTURE:
The Course has three topics of study:
Topic 1 Chemical Changes and Structure
- Rates of Reaction
- Atomic Structure
- Bonding & Structure of Elements and Compounds
- Acids & Alkalis
Topic 2 Nature’s Chemistry
- Fuels & Hydrocarbons
- Everyday Consumer Products
Topic 3 Chemistry in Society
- Nuclear Chemistry
- Metals
- Plastics
- Fertilisers
Content of the Course relates to the impact of Chemistry on Society and
the Environment, with the themes of sustainability and industry.
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Teaching will consist of tutorial lessons, practical activities and active
learning. There will be regular homework exercises and in class questions,
relating to Examination Style Questions.
National 5 Chemistry provides a foundation for progression towards CfE
Higher Chemistry.

COURSE ASSESSMENT

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED



There is also an assignment which is externally assessed and
contributes towards 20% of the final grade. The assignment
has practical and research aspects and will require a Final
Report to be submitted. The assignment report is externally
assessed by the SQA.
 A final SQA examination.
Literacy, Numeracy, Thinking Skills, Health and Wellbeing, Team
Working and Leadership, Practical Skills including Laboratory
Techniques.
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

COURSE DESCRIPTION

Chemistry
5 + Tutorial
SQA
Higher
This Course is suitable for those with an A-C in National 5 Chemistry.
In certain circumstances the Course may also be suitable for pupils with
National 5 Mathematics and National 5 Biology or Physics.
Chemistry helps us understand the world around us by looking at how
substances interact with each other. In everyday life, Chemistry is used to
make new substances by carrying out chemical reactions. Chemists help
provide us with essential products including plastics, fuels, metals, dyes,
flavourings for foods and medicines.
Chemistry provides essential skills and knowledge for progression into
many Careers and College & University Courses. These include Research,
Medicine, Hairdressing, Beauty Therapy, Oil Industry, Renewable Energy,
Veterinary Medicine, Dentistry, Pharmacy, Teaching and many more.
CONTENT AND STRUCTURE:
The course has four topics of study:
Topic 1 Chemical Changes and Structure
- Controlling Rates of Reactions
- Trends in The Periodic Table
- Bonding & Structure of Elements & Compound
Topic 2 Nature’s Chemistry
- Chemistry of Foods (alcohols, carboxylic acids, esters,
fats & oils and proteins)
- Chemistry of Detergents & Fragrances
Topic 3 Chemistry in Society
- Chemical Industry
- Energy in Chemistry
- Chemical Analysis
Topic 4 Researching Chemistry
Teaching will consist of tutorial lessons and practical activities. There will
be regular homework exercises and in class questions, relating to
Examination Style Questions. Students will be expected to carry out
independent research to prepare for their project.

COURSE ASSESSMENT

CfE Higher Chemistry is designed for students who wish to follow a
scientific career and is of immense value to students who intend
continuing scientific studies.
Research assignment – externally assessed by SQA.
Final examination – externally assessed by SQA.
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Course award graded A-D on the basis of examination and final
examination.
SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

Literacy, Numeracy, Thinking Skills, Health and Wellbeing, Team Working
and Leadership, Practical Skills including Laboratory Techniques.
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

Chemistry
3 (dependent on uptake)
SQA
Advanced Higher
This Course is suitable for those with an award in CfE Higher Chemistry at
grades A-B.
Chemistry helps us understand the world around us by looking at how
substances interact with each other. In everyday life, Chemistry is used to
make new substances by carrying out chemical reactions. Chemists help
provide us with essential products including plastics, fuels, metals, dyes,
flavourings for foods and medicines.
Chemistry provides essential skills and knowledge for progression into
many University Courses and Careers. These include Medicine, Pharmacy,
Veterinary Medicine, Dentistry, Research, Oil Industry, Renewable Energy,
Teaching and many more.
The Course has three main topics of study:
Topic 1 Inorganic and Physical Chemistry
Topic 2 Organic Chemistry and Instrumental Analysis
Topic 3 Researching Chemistry
Teaching will consist of tutorial lessons, practical activities and use of the
Scholar programme. There will be regular homework exercises and in class
questions, relating to Examination Style Questions. Students will be
expected to carry out independent research and reading, particularly to
prepare for their project.

COURSE ASSESSMENT

Advanced Higher is designed for students who wish to follow a scientific
career and is of immense value to students who intend continuing
scientific studies after leaving school.
- There is an extensive project which is externally assessed and
contributes 30 marks towards the final grade. The project has Practical
and Research aspects and will require a Final Report to be submitted
to the SQA.

-

The Final SQA Examination paper.

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

Course award graded from A-D on basis of project and exam
Literacy, Numeracy, Thinking Skills, Health and Wellbeing, Team Working
and Leadership, Practical Skills including extensive Laboratory Techniques.
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

Physics
5
SQA
National 4
Broad General Education completed to fourth level
Physics provides pupils with an insight into the underlying nature of our
world and its place in the universe. From the study of the electrical and
heat energy used in our society, to the exploration of space, it covers a
range of applications of the relationships that have been discovered
through experiment and calculation, including those used in modern
technology.
Advances in Physics mean that our view of what is possible is continually
being updated. This Course enables learners to understand the processes
behind scientific advances, and to appreciate and contribute to topical
scientific debate. It also aims to give all learners the opportunity to
develop their interest in, and understanding of, the Laws of the Universe.
The Course is built around investigative tasks, developing the skills required
to become creative, inventive and enterprising in a world where the skills
and knowledge gained by physicists are in demand across all sectors of
society today.
Course content
Waves and Radiation
This Unit will explore the underlying concepts and application of
technology relevant to telecommunications and medicine. It will focus
on the use of electromagnetic waves for everything from mobile phones
to medical scans. It will also investigate the various uses of sound, from
entertainment to ultrasound scans.
Electricity and Energy
This Unit will encompass everything from large scale generation of
electricity to the electrical circuits that govern our everyday technology.
Dynamics and Space

COURSE ASSESSMENT

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

This Unit will begin by investigating relationships involving forces before
going on to look at concepts relevant to study of the universe. It will
investigate the risks and benefits of space exploration.
3 Unit Assessments – internally assessed but verified by SQA
Research assignment – internally assessed but verified by SQA
Course award pass/fail on basis of unit assessments and research
assignment
Literacy, Numeracy, Thinking Skills, Health and Wellbeing, Team Working
and Leadership, Practical Skills including Laboratory Techniques.
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

Physics
5
SQA
National 5 Skills for Learning, Life and Work
Good performance at S3 Level 4 Physics (as indicated by class teacher).
For pupils with no previous Physics experience, suitable performance at
Level 4 in Biology or Chemistry along with good mathematical skills.
The Course may also be suitable for pupils with National 5 Biology or
Chemistry in discussion with the PTC Sciences.

COURSE DESCRIPTION

Physics provides pupils with an insight into the underlying nature of our
world and its place in the universe. From the study of the electrical and
heat energy used in our society, to the exploration of space, it covers a
range of applications of the relationships that have been discovered
through experiment and calculation, including those used in modern
technology.
Advances in Physics mean that our view of what is possible is continually
being updated. This Course enables learners to understand the processes
behind scientific advances, and to appreciate and contribute to topical
scientific debate. It also aims to give all learners the opportunity to
develop their interest in, and understanding of, the Laws of the Universe.
The Course is built around investigative tasks, developing the skills required
to become creative, inventive and enterprising in a world where the skills
and knowledge gained by physicists are in demand across all sectors of
society today.
Course outline
The course is arranged into six areas.
Dynamics
This area will begin by investigating relationships involving forces before
going on to look at energy and concepts relevant to study of the
universe.
Space
In this area learners will investigate the risks and benefits of space
exploration as well as beginning to study the latest advances in the field
of cosmology.
Electricity
This area encompasses everything from large scale generation of
electricity to the electrical circuits that govern our everyday technology.
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Properties of matter
In this area learners explore concepts relating to heat energy, how
different materials respond to head, the kinetic model of matter and the
laws that govern the behaviour of gases.
Waves
This are will allow learners to explore the underlying concepts and
application of technology relevant to telecommunications and medicine.
It will focus on the use of electromagnetic waves for everything from
mobile phones to medical scans.
Radiation
In this area learners will investigate the role nuclear radiation has in our
society, from medical uses to electricity generation.
COURSE ASSESSMENT

Research assignment – externally assessed by SQA.
Final examination – externally assessed by SQA.
Course award graded A-D on basis of assignment and exam.











SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

Applying knowledge of physics to new real world situations,
interpreting information and solving problems.
Planning, designing and safely carrying out experimental/practical
investigations to test given hypotheses or to illustrate particular
effects.
Selecting information and presenting information appropriately in
a variety of forms.
Processing information (using calculations and units where
appropriate).
Making predictions based on evidence/information.
Drawing valid conclusions and giving explanations supported by
evidence/justification.
Identifying sources of uncertainty and suggesting improvements to
experiments/practical investigations.
Communicating findings/information.
Working independently and as part of a group.

Literacy, Numeracy, Thinking Skills, Health and Wellbeing, Team Working
and Leadership, Practical Skills including Laboratory Techniques.
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

COURSE DESCRIPTION

Physics
5 + Tutorial
SQA
Higher
National 5 Physics pass at A/B is recommended. National 5 Mathematics A
– C is recommended.
Candidates with good National Grades in Mathematics, Chemistry and
Biology but no National 5 Physics may also be considered, in which case
they should speak with the PTC Sciences.
The Higher Physics Course allows learners to understand and investigate
the world in an engaging and enjoyable way. It develops learners’ ability
to think analytically, creatively and independently, and to make reasoned
evaluations. The Course provides opportunities for learners to acquire and
apply knowledge, to evaluate environmental and scientific issues, to
consider risk, and to make informed decisions. This can lead to learners
developing an informed and ethical view of complex issues. Learners will
develop skills in communication, collaborative working and leadership, and
apply critical thinking in new and unfamiliar contexts to solve problems.
Course Outline
Our Dynamic Universe
This Unit begins by looking at the interactions between objects on Earth
before looking outwards to space. Students will undertake a journey from
Newton’s theory of gravitation, through Einstein’s theories of relativity
before examining the evidence to support the Big Bang Theory and coming
right up to date with the latest theories of dark matter and energy.
Particles and Waves
With the recent discovery of the Higgs Boson at CERN, particle Physics is
now more talked about than ever before. Students will explore the
Standard Model of particle physics essentially the building blocks of our
Universe, before delving into the strange world of quantum mechanics.
They will be challenged by counter-intuitive ideas such as wave-particle
duality and make links with techniques developed by particle physicists
and used by astronomers to investigate the Universe

COURSE ASSESSMENT

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

Electricity
This Unit involves the study of Electricity, from large scale distribution right
down to the structure of the transistors that have allowed for the
proliferation of complex electronic devices that we take for granted. There
is also scope to investigate the rising use of renewable energy and the
challenges faced in producing more efficient solar cells.
Research assignment – externally assessed by SQA.
Final examination – externally assessed by SQA.
Course award graded A-D on the basis of examination and final
examination.
Literacy, Numeracy, Thinking Skills, Health and Wellbeing, Team Working
and Leadership, Practical Skills including Laboratory Techniques.
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

COURSE DESCRIPTION

Physics
3 (dependent on uptake)
SQA
Advanced Higher
Higher Physics pass.
A high level of mathematical ability is required for this course. For this
reason, a Higher Mathematics course award is highly desirable.
The purpose of the Course is to build on the knowledge and skills
developed by the learner in the Higher Physics course and to use their
mathematical knowledge and skills to analyse and solve problems in reallife contexts.
Course outline
Rotational Motion and Astrophysics
This Unit allows students to make links with the behaviour of objects in
motion on Earth and relate it to the behaviour of objects in space,
highlighting the consistency of the laws of Physics across the Universe.
Students investigate widespread areas of astrophysics including spacetime, black holes and the evolution and properties of stars.
Quanta and Waves
This Unit begins by examining the challenges to classical physics that
introduced the ideas that underpin quantum mechanics. Links will be
made from the study of particles on Earth to the use of these techniques
to study the Universe. The study of optics is also introduced in this unit,
allowing an understanding of the behaviour of light and the use of
polarisation.
Electromagnetism
The Unit develops knowledge and understanding of electric and magnetic
fields and capacitors and inductors used in d.c. and a.c. circuits. In
addition, students will follow in the footsteps of the celebrated Scottish
physicist James Clerk Maxwell in examining the link between electricity
and magnetism and its application to light.
Investigating Physics
In this Unit, learners will develop key investigative skills. The Unit offers
opportunities for independent learning set within the context of
experimental physics. Learners will identify, research, plan and carry out a
physics investigation of their choice.
Project
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COURSE ASSESSMENT

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

As part of their Advanced Higher Physics Course, students need to carry
out a practical project. This could be on any related topic they choose, or
it could be on a theme suggested by their teacher. Students will be
supported through their project, but they will also be expected to make
progress independently for some of the time.
Carry out a detailed project on a Physics topic of interest to the pupil - this
involves topical research and rigorous practical work. Externally assessed by
SQA
External examination – externally assessed by SQA
Course award graded from A-D on basis of project and exam
Literacy, Numeracy, Thinking Skills, Health and Wellbeing, Team Working
and Leadership, Practical Skills including Laboratory Techniques.
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23

COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

Psychology
5 + Tutorial
SQA
Higher
You must have an A or B at National 5 English to do this course.
Higher Psychology will enable learners to:
 acquire knowledge and understanding of psychological concepts,
theories, processes and terminology
 develop research and data analysis skills
 enhance key skills in the areas of thinking, health and wellbeing,
reasoning, communication and evaluation.
Pupils will study two units and perform an assignment.
1. Individual Behaviour – this includes explaining sleep and dreams
and stress using psychological approaches and theories. It
encompasses evaluating the use of processes and theories to
explain the individual behaviour and discovering how psychological
knowledge can be applied.
2. Social Behaviour - this covers conformity and obedience and social
relationships and includes the explanation of concepts and
theories, evaluating psychological research evidence and applying
understanding of social psychology to everyday behaviour.
3. Assignment – Pupils conduct an assignment into a relevant area.
This involves a literature review, gathering and analysing data and
producing a 2500 word report.

COURSE ASSESSMENT

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
SKILLS LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED



The assignment is worth 33% of the final grade and is marked by
the SQA.



Final SQA exam which is 2 hours 40 minutes long..

Skills that will be developed include thinking, analysing, evaluating, health
and wellbeing, numeracy, information handling and literacy.
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Social Subjects
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

Geography
5
SQA
National 5
Broad General Education completed to third level
The purpose of National 5 Geography is to provide candidates with an
understanding of our changing world and its human and physical
processes. Geography opens up for learners the physical environment
around them and the ways in which people interact with this environment.
The Course consists of 3 Units: Physical Environments; Human
Environments; and Global Issues.
Geography: Physical Environments
Learners will develop a detailed knowledge and understanding of the
processes and interactions at work within physical environments. Key
topics include: location of river and limestone landscapes; formation of key
landscape features in river and limestone landscapes; land use
management and sustainability; and weather.
Geography: Human Environments
Learners will develop a detailed knowledge and understanding of the
processes and interactions at work within human environments. Learners
will study and compare developed and developing countries drawn from a
global context. Key topics include: contrasts in development; world
population distribution and change; and issues in changing urban and rural
landscapes.
Geography: Global Issues
Learners will develop a detailed knowledge and understanding of
significant global geographical issues. Topics studied are Climate Change
and Health. Learners will study these major global issues and the
strategies adopted to manage them.

COURSE ASSESSMENT

Component 1 — question paper
This question paper will give learners an opportunity to demonstrate the
following skills and knowledge and understanding from the mandatory
content of the Course:
 using a limited range of mapping skills
 using a limited range of numerical and graphical information
 giving detailed descriptions and explanations with some analysis
The question paper is assessed out of 80 marks
Physical – 30 marks, Human – 30 marks, Global Issues – 20 marks.
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Component 2 — assignment
This assignment will give learners an opportunity to demonstrate the
following skills, knowledge and understanding:
 choosing, with minimum support, an appropriate geographical
topic or issue;
 collecting information from a limited range of sources of
information;
 processing the information gathered, using geographical
skills/techniques;
 drawing on knowledge and understanding to explain and analyse
key features of the topic or issue;
 reaching a well-supported conclusion, supported by evidence
about the topic or issue studied.
The assignment is assessed out of 20 marks.
SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

Literacy
 Reading
Numeracy
 Information handling
Employability, enterprise and citizenship
 Citizenship
Thinking skills
 Applying
 Analysing and evaluating
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

Geography
5
SQA
Higher
National 5 band A-C, students who have gained a National 5 grade A-C or
in other Social Subjects should discuss with Geography staff the potential
to study this course.
All students studying Higher Geography must have very good English skills
and should have achieved equivalent grades in English to those required in
Social Studies.

COURSE DESCRIPTION

The Higher qualification in Geography gives learners a sophisticated
understanding of geographical processes and information. This covers a
range of topics from glaciation to the growth of the human population. The
principle aim of the Higher Geography course is that candidates develop a
detailed understanding of aspects of the contemporary world which are of
concern to all citizens.
Geography: Physical Environments (Higher)
In this Unit, learners will develop and apply Knowledge and understanding,
and geographical skills and techniques in the context of physical
environments.
Key topics include: atmosphere, hydrosphere, lithosphere and biosphere.
Geography: Human Environments (Higher)
In this Unit, learners will develop and apply knowledge and understanding,
and geographical skills and techniques in the context of human
environments.
Key topics include: population, rural land degradation and management,
urban change and management.
Geography: Global Issues (Higher)
In this Unit, learners will develop and apply knowledge and understanding,
and geographical skills and techniques in the context of global
geographical issues.
Key topics include: river basin management; development and health;
global climate change; trade, aid and geopolitics; energy.

COURSE ASSESSMENT

Component 1 — question paper
This question paper will give learners an opportunity to demonstrate the
following higher-order cognitive skills and knowledge and understanding
from the mandatory content of the Course:
85




using a wide range of geographical skills and techniques;
describing, explaining, evaluating and analysing complex
geographical issues, using knowledge and understanding which is
factual and theoretical, of the physical and human processes and
interactions at work within geographical contexts on a local,
regional and global scale.

The question papers are currently assessed out of 160 marks.
Paper 1 Physical and Human Geography is assessed out of 100 marks and
Paper 2 Global Issues and Geographical Skills is assessed out of 60 marks.
Component 2 — assignment
This assignment will give learners an opportunity to demonstrate the
following higher-order cognitive skills, knowledge and understanding:









identifying a geographical topic or issue;
carrying out research, which should include fieldwork where
appropriate;
demonstrating knowledge of the suitability of the methods and/or
reliability of the sources used;
processing and using a range of information gathered;
drawing on detailed knowledge and understanding of the topic or
issue;
analysing information from a range of sources;
reaching a conclusion supported by a range of evidence on a
geographical topic or issue;
communicating information.

The assignment is currently assessed out of 30 marks.


SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

Literacy
 Reading
Numeracy
 Information handling
Employability, enterprise and citizenship
 Citizenship
Thinking skills
 Applying
 Analysing and evaluating
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

Geography
5 (dependent on uptake)
SQA
Advanced Higher
At least a C Pass at Higher Geography but A or B preferred.
The Course in Advanced Higher Geography builds on the concepts and
skills developed at Higher level Geography. There is an increased emphasis
on developing skills of independent study, co-operative learning, objective
thinking and the ability to communicate clearly and confidently.
The principal aim of the Advanced Higher level Course in Geography is
that, by using the concepts and techniques of geographical analysis,
candidates develop a detailed understanding of aspects of the
contemporary world which are of concern to all citizens.
The Geography Course has two mandatory Units.
Geographical Skills (Advanced Higher)
In this Unit, learners will develop a wide range of geographical methods
and techniques including mapping skills, graphical techniques and a range
of statistical techniques for analysing and interpreting geographical data.
Learners will develop a wide range of investigating skills while undertaking
independent research such as scoping or identifying appropriate research
topics; how to plan and manage a complex programme of research;
techniques to source, collect and record appropriate and reliable primary
and secondary information; methods of independent fieldwork;
techniques to present findings using appropriate conventions; and how to
evaluate research methodology.
Geographical Issues (Advanced Higher)
In this Unit, learners will develop critical thinking and the ability to
evaluate sources and viewpoints on current complex geographical issue.
Through the successful completion of this Course, learners will develop a
wide range of important and transferable skills including investigating and
expressing detailed, reasoned and well-structured views about
contemporary Global issues; interpreting and explaining sources related to
physical and human Geography; enquiring into and evaluating strategies
for tackling environmental issues; and critically analysing approaches to
sustainability.

COURSE ASSESSMENT

The Course assessment will consist of two Components: a question paper
and a project-folio.
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Component 1 — question paper
This question paper will give learners an opportunity to demonstrate the
following skills and knowledge and understanding:




knowledge of a wide range of geographical methods and
techniques and understanding of the contexts in which they ought
to be used;
application of a wide range of geographical methods and
techniques including mapping skills, research /fieldwork skills,
graphical techniques and statistical techniques for analysing and
interpreting geographical data.

The question paper is currently marked out of 50.
Component 2 — project-folio
The project-folio of coursework in two Sections comprises:



Project-folio Section A: Geographical Study — a detailed study
based on geographical research;
Project-folio Section B: Geographical Issue — a critical evaluation
of an issue from a geographical perspective.

The project-folio is currently marked out of 100 marks. The total mark will
be distributed as follows:
 project-folio Section A: Geographical Study — 60 marks;
 Project-folio Section B: Geographical Issue — 40 marks.
SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

Literacy
 Reading
 Writing
Numeracy
 Information handling
Employability, enterprise and citizenship
 Citizenship
Thinking skills
 Applying
 Analysing and evaluating
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

History
5
SQA
National 5
Broad General Education completed to third level
In History, learners develop their understanding of the world by learning
about other people and their values. This Course will encourage learners
to develop important attitudes, including: an open mind and respect for
the values, beliefs and cultures of others; openness to new thinking and
ideas and a sense of responsibility and global citizenship. Learners will
develop an understanding of the past and an appreciation and
understanding of the forces which have shaped the world today.
The Courses has 3 taught Units and a value added Unit which draws upon
and extends skills they have learned from the other Units.
Historical Study: Scottish – Scotland and the era of the Great War
A study of the experiences of Scots in the Great War and its impact on life
in Scotland. This topic considers the impact of technology on the soldiers
on the Western Front. It also considers the way in which the war changed
life for people at home as the war began to impact on every aspect of life
both during and after the war.
Historical Study: British – The Atlantic Slave Trade
A study of the nature of the British Atlantic slave trade in the late
eighteenth century, changing attitudes towards it in Britain and the
pressures that led to its abolition, illustrating the themes of rights,
exploitation and culture.
Historical Study: European and World – Hitler and Nazi Germany
A study of attempts to establish democracy in Weimar Germany, the
reasons for its collapse and the nature of the Nazi State.

COURSE ASSESSMENT

Component 1 — question paper 2hrs 20 mins
This question paper will give learners an opportunity to demonstrate the
following skills, knowledge and understanding:
 developing and applying knowledge and understanding and skills
across contexts from Scottish, British and European/world history;
 evaluating the origin, purpose, content and context of a wide range of
historical sources;
 explaining the impact of historical developments analysing the factors
contributing towards historical developments, drawing a reasoned
conclusion;
 demonstrating a detailed factual knowledge and understanding of
historical themes and events in Scottish, British, European and world
contexts.
The question paper will have 80 marks out of a total of 100 marks.
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Component 2 — assignment
The learner will:
 choose, with minimum support, an appropriate historical question
or issue;
 collect relevant evidence from at least two sources of information;
 organise and use the information collected to address the
historical question or issue;
 draw on knowledge and understanding to explain and analyse the
causes and/or impact of the historical question or issue;
 refer to at least two relevant historical sources;
 identify different perspectives and/or points of view;
 structure information and present a reasoned conclusion
supported by evidence.
The assignment will have 20 marks out of a total of 100 marks.
SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED



Literacy
Reading
Writing



Employability, enterprise and citizenship
Citizenship



Thinking skills
Applying
Analysing and evaluating
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

COURSE DESCRIPTION

History
5
SQA
Higher
National 5 band A-C, Students who have gained a National 5 grade A-C or
in other Social Subjects should discuss with History staff the potential to
study this course.
All students studying Higher History must have very good English skills and
should have achieved equivalent grades in English to those required in
Social Studies.
The Higher History Course gives students an in depth understanding of
modern History in Britain and the USA. Studying this Course will allow
students to place the values and institutions of modern Britain and
America in context and will provide an insight into topics that are relevant
to society today, such as: social and economic issues, racism, human rights
and political changes and their impact on people’s lives.
The Course is built around the themes of Ideology, Identity and Authority
in Scottish, British and American History and involves the following:
Unit 1
Looking at the conflicts arising from economic and social change and the
political reactions to them, with particular attention paid to the extension
of the franchise and the development of the Welfare State.
Unit 2
A study of changing attitudes towards immigration and the Civil Rights
Movement.
Unit 3 - Migration and Empire, 1830 - 1939
A study of population movement and social and economic change in
Scotland and abroad between 1830 and 1939, illustrating the themes of
empire, migration and identity.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
Essay based
Unit 1 and Unit 2

Paper 1 — 44 marks
This question paper will give learners an opportunity to demonstrate the
following higher-order cognitive skills and knowledge and understanding
from the mandatory content of the Course:
 developing and applying knowledge and understanding and skills
across contexts from Scottish, British and European and World
history;
 evaluating the origin, purpose, content and context of a range of
historical sources;
 explaining the impact of historical developments, analysing the
factors contributing towards historical developments, drawing
well-reasoned conclusions and synthesising information in a wellstructured manner;
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Paper 2 Unit 3 – 36 marks
Candidate’s ability to interpret historical sources and apply knowledge and
understanding from Scottish history.
Component 2 — assignment
The purpose of this assignment is to demonstrate challenge and
application by demonstrating the following higher order cognitive skills,
knowledge and understanding within the context of an historical issue.
The learner will:
 identify a historical issue which invites debate and argument;
 research and investigate the historical issue, using a range of
sources of information;
 draw on and apply knowledge and understanding to analyse the
causes and/or impact of the historical issue;
 analyse, evaluate and synthesise information in a structured
manner;
 refer to relevant historical sources;
 identify different perspectives and/or points of view;
 structure information and present a well-reasoned conclusion
supported by evidence;
The assignment is currently assessed out of 30 marks.
Both the question paper and the assignment are subject to change in the
2018/19 session. We will advise how the assessments will change when
the information becomes available.
SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED



Literacy
Reading
Writing



Employability, enterprise and citizenship
Citizenship



Thinking skills
Applying
Analysing and evaluating
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

History
5 (dependent on update)

COURSE DESCRIPTION

The aims of the Advanced Higher History Course are to acquire depth in
the knowledge and understanding of historical themes and to develop
skills of analysing issues, developments and events, drawing conclusions
and evaluating sources. These aims will be achieved through the study of
the chosen context.

SQA
Advanced Higher
At least a C Pass at Higher History and Higher English but A or B preferred.

Course structure
Britain at War and Peace 1939-51
A study of political ideology and leadership, military conflict, its effects and
responses to those effects, social needs and responses to those needs and
relations with other parts of the world, focusing on the themes authority,
community, ideology and welfare.
COURSE ASSESSMENT

Candidates will research and write a 4000 word dissertation which will be
externally assessed, making up 35% of their final grade.
The remaining 65% will be assessed in a 3 hour final exam involving essay
writing and source analysis.

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
SKILLS LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED



Literacy
Reading
Writing



Employability, enterprise and citizenship
Citizenship



Thinking skills
Applying
Analysing and evaluating
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

Modern Studies
5
SQA
National 5
Broad General Education completed to third level
Modern Studies: Democracy in Scotland and the United Kingdom
Learners will develop a detailed knowledge and understanding of
democracy in Scotland and the United Kingdom. They will develop a
knowledge and understanding of the UK political structure including the
place of Scotland within this and the debates around this arrangement.
Learners will develop knowledge and understanding of the main
institutions and organisations which make up political life in Scotland.
They will develop knowledge and understanding of the ways in which
society is informed about the political system, and able to participate in,
and influence, the political system. They will develop an understanding of
their rights and responsibilities in contemporary democratic political
society.
Modern Studies: Social Issues in the United Kingdom
Learners will develop detailed knowledge and understanding of social
issues in the United Kingdom. In the crime and the law context, learners
will develop knowledge and understanding of the causes of crime, the
impact of crime on individuals and society and the role of individuals, the
police, the legal system and the state in tackling crime.
Modern Studies: International Issues
Learners will develop a detailed knowledge and understanding of
international issues. The study of a world issue will focus on a significant
contemporary issue, its causes and consequences, and attempts at
resolution.

COURSE ASSESSMENT

Component 1 — question paper
This question paper will give learners an opportunity to demonstrate the
following skills and knowledge and understanding from the mandatory
content of the Course:





detecting and explaining exaggeration or selectivity in the use of
facts using a limited range of sources of information;
making and justifying a decision using a limited range of sources of
information;
drawing and supporting conclusions using a limited range of
sources of information;
giving detailed descriptions and explanations with some analysis.
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The question paper will have 80 marks out of a total of 100 marks.
Component 2 — assignment
This assignment will give learners an opportunity to demonstrate the
following skills, knowledge and understanding:







choosing, with minimum support, an appropriate Modern Studies
topic or issue;
finding at least two sources, of different types, as independently
as possible and collecting relevant evidence from them;
evaluating the effectiveness of the two research methods used,
commenting on their specific strengths and weaknesses where
appropriate;
applying Modern Studies skills to the evidence collected;
drawing on knowledge and understanding to explain and analyse
key features of the topic or issue;
reaching a well-supported conclusion, supported by evidence,
about the topic or issue.

The assignment will have 20 marks out of a total of 100 marks.
SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

Literacy
 Reading
 Writing
Numeracy
 Information handling
Employability, enterprise and citizenship
 Citizenship
Thinking skills
 Applying
 Analysing and evaluating
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

Modern Studies
5
SQA
Higher
National 5 band A-C, students who have gained a National 5 grade A-C or
in other Social Subjects should discuss with Modern Studies staff the
potential to study this course.
All students studying Higher Modern Studies must have very good English
skills and should have achieved equivalent grades in English to those
required in Social Studies.

COURSE DESCRIPTION

Modern Studies: Democracy in Scotland and the United Kingdom
Learners will draw on knowledge and understanding of democracy in
Scotland and the United Kingdom. Learners will study topics such as: the
United Kingdom constitutional arrangement including the role of the
Scottish Parliament and other devolved bodies and the impact of UK
membership of the European Union; the study of representative
democracy; voting systems and their impact; the impact of a range of
factors which affect voting behaviour; and the ways in which citizens are
informed about, participate in, and influence the political process.
Modern Studies: Social Issues in the United Kingdom (Higher)
Learners will draw on knowledge and understanding of social issues within
the United Kingdom and Scotland. Learners will focus on a contemporary
aspect of social inequality in the UK and the impact on a group in society.
They will focus on topics such as the nature of social inequality; theories
and causes of inequality; the impact of inequality; and the attempts to
tackle inequality and their effectiveness.
Modern Studies: International Issues (Higher)
Learners will draw on knowledge and understanding of international
issues. The study of a world issue will focus on a significant recent issue or
conflict which has a regional or global impact. The study of the issue will
focus on causes of the issue, the consequences of the issue on those areas
directly involved as well as its global impact, the role of international
organisations in attempts to resolve the issue and the effectiveness of
international organisations in their attempts to resolve the issue.

COURSE ASSESSMENT

Component 1 — question paper 1
This question paper will give learners an opportunity to demonstrate the
following higher order cognitive skills and knowledge and understanding
from the mandatory content of the Course:
 giving detailed explanations, analysis and evaluation of complex
issues.
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Component 2 – question paper 2




detecting and explaining the degree of objectivity
assessing the reliability of sources
making conclusions from sources of information

The question paper is currently marked out of 52 marks.
Component 3 — assignment
This assignment will give learners an opportunity to demonstrate the
following higher-order cognitive skills, knowledge and understanding:









identify a Modern Studies issue about which there are alternative
views;
research a Modern Studies issue, using a range of sources of
information;
synthesise and analyse information from a range of sources;
evaluate the usefulness and reliability of a range of sources of
information;
reach a decision on the issue studied;
show detailed knowledge and understanding of the issue to
support the decision reached;
show an awareness of alternatives to the decision;
communicate information using the conventions of a report;

The assignment is currently marked out of 30 marks (27% of the total
mark).
Both the question paper and the assignment are subject to change in the
2018/19 session. We will advise how the assessments will change when
the information becomes available.
SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

Literacy
 Reading
 Writing
Numeracy
 Information handling
Employability, enterprise and citizenship
 Citizenship
Thinking skills
 Applying
 Analysing and evaluating
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23

COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

COURSE DESCRIPTION

Politics
5
SQA
Higher
National 5 band A-C, students who have gained a National 5 grade A-C or
in other Social Subjects should discuss with Politics staff the potential to
study this course.
All students studying Higher Modern Studies must have very good English
skills and should have achieved equivalent grades in English to those
required in Social Studies.
Section 1: Political theory
Candidates study the key political concepts of power, authority and
legitimacy, with particular reference to the work of Steven Lukes and Max
Weber, and analyse the relevance of these concepts today.
They study the nature of democracy and the arguments for and against
direct and representative democracy, including the works of relevant
theorists.
Candidates study the key ideas of two political ideologies (from Liberalism,
Conservatism, Socialism, Nationalism, and Fascism) including the works of
relevant theorists, and draw balanced conclusions about the chosen
ideologies.
Relevant case studies are used from either local, national or international
contexts, as well as different historical contexts.
Section 2: Political Systems
Candidates study the constitutional arrangements in different political
systems. The detailed study of the political systems focuses on the roles of
the executive and legislative branches within each system. Candidates
compare and contrast the respective powers of individual branches of
government within the two political systems, and draw balanced
conclusions about these.
Candidates study two of the following four political systems: the UK
political system; the Scottish political system; the political system of the
United States of America; or the European Union political system.
Candidates take a comparative approach which reaches conclusions about
the sources of power within two political systems.
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Section 3: Political parties and elections
Candidates compare the electoral impact of two different dominant ideas.
This can either be from within one political party or between two different
political parties. Candidates can choose from the following: the
Conservative Party, Labour Party, Liberal Democrats or Scottish National
Party. These ideas are studied alongside the impact of political campaign
management strategies and theoretical analyses of voting behaviour.
Relevant case studies are used from Scotland, the United Kingdom, or both
Scotland and the United Kingdom.


COURSE ASSESSMENT

Component 1 — question paper
Paper 1
This question paper has a total mark allocation of 52 marks. This is 47% of
the overall marks for the course assessment.
In this question paper, candidates answer two 20-mark extended-response
questions and one 12-mark extended-response question.
Paper 2
This question paper has a total mark allocation of 28 marks. This is 26% of
the overall marks for the course assessment.
This question paper enables candidates to demonstrate the following skills:
comparing information about political theories, systems and parties
 interpreting, evaluating and synthesising a wide range of electoral
data
Component 2 — assignment
The assignment allows candidates to demonstrate the following skills,
knowledge and understanding:
 identifying a political issue that invites discussion and debate
 researching a political issue using a range of sources of information
 showing detailed factual and theoretical knowledge and
understanding of a political issue
 communicating information from, and referring to, political
sources
 analysing and synthesising information in a structured manner
 drawing a detailed and reasoned conclusion, showing an
awareness of different points of view
The assignment is worth 30 marks and 27% of the overall grade

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

Literacy
 Reading
 Writing
Numeracy
 Information handling
Employability, enterprise and citizenship
 Citizenship
Thinking skills
 Applying
 Analysing and evaluating
 Comparing and contrasting
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE

Religious, Moral and Philosophical Studies

NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

5
SQA
National 5
BGE completed to third level.
The purpose of this Course is to develop knowledge and understanding of
religious, moral and philosophical issues that affect the world. Religious and
non-religious perspectives will be included. Learners will develop skills
which are transferable to other areas of study and which they will use in
everyday life.
Candidates develop a range of skills, including the ability to:





give accurate accounts of factual information relating to aspects of
religion, morality and philosophy
demonstrate an understanding of aspects of religion, morality and
philosophy
analyse beliefs and practices related to world religions, moral issues
and philosophical questions
evaluate beliefs and practices related to world religions, moral issues
and philosophical questions

There are three mandatory units:
World Religion: Buddhism
Candidates study Buddhism and its impact, relevance and significance
through studying some key beliefs and practices, and the contribution these
make to the lives of the followers.
Morality and Belief: Religion and Justice
Candidates study moral issues and their background, implications and
responses through studying one major moral issue and responses to it:
 the purposes of punishment: retribution, deterrence, reformation,
protection
 causes of crime: poverty environment, psychological factors
 UK responses to crime: custodial sentences, non-custodial, crime
prevention
 Capital punishment and life tariffs: humaneness, human rights
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Religious and Philosophical Questions
Candidates study the issues raised by religious and philosophical questions,
their implications and responses by studying one area and responses to it.




COURSE ASSESSMENT

Origins
The existence of God
The problem of suffering and evil
Miracles

To gain the course award candidates must:


Pass all of the external assessments.

The external assessment is in 2 parts:
Component 1 – Question paper
Component 2 – Assignment
Total marks
SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

80 marks
20 marks
100 marks

Literacy - Reading / Writing
Health and wellbeing - Personal learning
Employability - Citizenship
Thinking skills - Applying / Analysing and Evaluating
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

Religious, Moral and Philosophical Studies
5

COURSE DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this Course is to develop knowledge and understanding of
religious, moral and philosophical issues that affect the world today.
Learners will develop skills which are transferable to other areas of study
and which they will use in everyday life.

SQA
Higher
C at Higher English or those studying Higher English in one year or
National 5 in a Social Subject and National 5 English

The main aims of the Course are to enable learners to develop:







the ability to critically analyse, reflect on and express reasoned
views about religious, moral and philosophical questions and their
impact;
a range of skills including investigating religious, moral and
philosophical questions and responses, critical analysis, evaluation,
and the ability to express detailed, reasoned and well-structured
views;
in-depth knowledge and understanding of beliefs and practices
related to world religions;
in-depth knowledge and understanding of religious, moral and
philosophical questions and responses to them.

There are three mandatory units:
World Religion: Buddhism
Candidates develop in-depth knowledge and understanding of the impact
and significance of religion today. They study key beliefs and practices of
one of the world’s six major religions and the contribution these make to the
lives of followers.
Morality and Belief: Religion and Justice
Candidates develop skills to evaluate and express detailed, reasoned and
well-structured views about contemporary moral questions and responses.
They develop in-depth knowledge and understanding of contemporary
moral questions and religious and non-religious responses to these.
Candidates study religious viewpoints from one of the world’s six major
religions




Causes of crime;
Purposes of punishment;
Responses to crime
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Religious and Philosophical Questions
Candidates develop skills to critically analyse religious and philosophical
questions and responses. They study religious viewpoints from one of the
world’s six major religious.
Candidates will consider religious and non-religious responses to one of the
following questions:




COURSE ASSESSMENT

Origins – Was the universe and life created?
Existence of God – Does God exist?
The problem of suffering and evil – who is responsible for suffering
and evil?
Miracle – Are miracles real?

To gain the Course award candidates must:
 Pass all of the external assessments.

The external assessment is currently in 3 parts:
Component 1 – Question paper 1 – world religions and morality and belief
60 marks
Component 2 – Question paper 2 – religious and philosophical questions 20
marks
Component 3 – Assignment 30 marks
Total Marks = 110 marks
SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED






Literacy - Reading / Writing
Health and wellbeing - Personal learning
Employability - Citizenship
Thinking skills - Applying / Analysing and Evaluating
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

Travel and Tourism
5
SQA
National 4 & National 5
Broad General Education completed to third level.
The National 5 Skills for Work: Travel and Tourism Course is an
introductory qualification in travel and tourism. It develops the skills,
knowledge and attitudes, needed for work in the travel and tourism
industry.
Learners will develop:

COURSE ASSESSMENT

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED



skills to become effective job-seekers and employees



skills to deal effectively with all aspects of customer care and customer

service in travel and tourism
 The product knowledge and skills to deal effectively with customer
enquiries in relation to travel and tourism in Scotland, the rest of the
United Kingdom and worldwide.
The course consists of 4 units
Travel and Tourism: Employability
The general aim of this unit is to enable learners to develop skills to
become effective job seekers and employees in the Travel and Tourism
industry.
Travel and Tourism: Customer Service
The general aim of this unit is to allow learners to develop skills and
knowledge to enable them to meet the needs of customers.
Travel and Tourism: Scotland
The general aim of this unit is to develop learner’s knowledge in relation to
Travel and Tourism in Scotland.
Travel and Tourism: UK and Rest of World
The general aim of this unit is to develop learner’s knowledge in relation to
Travel and Tourism in the UK and the rest of the world.
There is no external examination for this course. Learners are assessed on
a unit by unit basis. Learners are required to produce evidence of their
learning in each of the units through a variety of assessment approaches.

Literacy
1.1 Reading
1.2 Writing
1.3 Listening and talking
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Numeracy
2.1 Number processes,
2.2 Money, time and measurement
2.3 Information handling
Health and Wellbeing
3.1 Personal Learning
Employability, enterprise and citizenship
4.1 Employability
4.2 Information and communication technology
4.3 Working with others 4.4 Enterprise
Thinking skills
5.2 Understanding
5.3 Applying
5.4 Analysing and evaluating.
E 5.5 Creating
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Technologies
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE

Computer Games Development (National Progression Award)

NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

5

COURSE DESCRIPTION

The National Progression Award in Computer Games Development at
SCQF levels, 4, 5 and 6 is intended to prepare you for progression to
further study in Computer Games Development, Digital Media Studies,
Computing Science and IT subjects. The awards provide a foundation in
the knowledge and skills of Computer Games Development that will be
necessary if you intend to later specialise in aspects of Computer Games
Development, Digital Media Studies, Computing Science and IT subjects.

SQA
SCQF Levels 4, 5 and 6
SCQF Level 4 – Broad general education programme completed to level
3.
SCQF Level 5 – Broad general education programme completed to level
3 with some competencies at level 4, NPA Computer Games
Development at level 4, National 4 Computing Science.
SCQF Level 6 –NPA Computer Games Development at level 5, National 4
Computing Science.

There are three Units within each NPA:
 Computer Games: Design;
 Computer Games: Media Assets;
 Computer Games: Development.
Computer Games: Design
You will acquire an understanding of the underlying concepts and
fundamental principles involved in digital gaming planning and design.
You will learn how to recognise and distinguish differences between
numerous gaming platforms, environments and genres. You will be
introduced to fundamental methods used in the planning and design
stages involved in the production of a digital game. You will plan and
design a level in a digital game. At SQCF level 5 you will be introduced to
the role of the games designer and at SCQF level 6 you will build on your
knowledge of hardware in gaming technology and investigate graphics
and sound technology used by various types of digital gaming platforms.
You will investigate emerging technologies in gaming and analyse how
this technology will affect games and peoples’ expectations of games.
You will investigate what organisations and activities are involved in the
investment, creation, production and distribution of games and evaluate
external factors to be considered when designing a digital game. You
will evaluate design methods used in the planning and design stages
involved in the production of a digital game. You will plan and design a
digital game to a given brief.
Computer Games: Media Assets
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3You will acquire an understanding of the different types of media asset
required for developing a digital game. You will learn how to plan and
produce media assets for use in a game development environment.
Computer Games: Development
You will gain an understanding of the processes involved in the final
stages of development of a digital game. You will learn how to use your
chosen game development environment to bring together all the parts
and produce a working game. You will gain an understanding of the
evaluation process and then go on to plan and deliver a promotional
activity. At SCQF level 5 you will devise a test strategy then test the
game thoroughly, recording the results. You will gain an understanding
of the evaluation process and complete a user review of a game that
applies a scoring/rating system. You will finally plan and create a
promotional activity. At SCQF level 6 you will identify, plan and perform
the main promotional activities undertaken in a computer games
product launch.
COURSE ASSESSMENT

In order to achieve the award you must successfully complete all three
Units at the appropriate SCQF level. Units are assessed as pass or fail by
the department.

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

The aim of the awards is to develop candidates’ personal qualities and
the attributes essential for success in working life, in particular:









becoming adaptable and possessing a positive attitude to change;
becoming confident in setting goals, reflecting and learning from
experience;
developing an enterprising attitude;
developing an understanding of the world of work;
fostering a positive attitude to learning;
participating in enterprise activities;
undertaking flexible approaches to solving problems;
undertaking self and peer evaluation.
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE

Computing Science

NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

5

COURSE DESCRIPTION

The Course provides an understanding of the technologies that underpin
our modern digital world and develops transferrable skills. It brings
together elements of technology, science and creative digital media and
has wide-ranging social implications providing an excellent opportunity
for cross-curricular learning in the senior phase.

SQA
National 4
Learners would normally be expected to have attained the skills,
knowledge and understanding required meet to level 3 with elements
demonstrating some level 4 competencies.

At this level, the Course will cover a common core of concepts which
underpin the study of Computing Science, and provide insight into the
challenge, excitement and reward to be found in these areas.
Computing Science is vital to everyday life — socially, technologically
and economically; it shapes the world in which we live and its future.
Computing is embedded in the world around us from systems and
devices in our homes and places of work, to how we access education,
entertainment, transportation and communication.
Learners will develop an appreciation of the central role of computation
in the modern world and gain an understanding of the many functions of
computing systems, concepts and processes. They will gain an insight
into the capacities of computing professionals as problem-solvers and
designers, able to design, implement and operate hardware and
software systems, and the far-reaching impact of information
technology on our environment and society.
They will also develop a range of transferable skills for learning, skills for
life and skills for work, opening up a wide range of career and study
opportunities and enabling them to develop as global citizens who can
contribute effectively to their communities, society and the world.
On completing the Course, the learners will have developed
their skills in analysis and problem-solving, designing, developing,
implementing and testing digital solutions.
Software Design and Development (National 4)
The aim of this Unit is for the learner to develop basic knowledge,
understanding and practical problem-solving skills in software design
and development. Learners will develop basic computational thinking
and programming skills through practical tasks using appropriate
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software development environments across a range of contemporary
contexts. These tasks will involve simple features and straightforward
contexts. They will also develop an understanding of how data and
instructions are stored in binary form and how programming underpins
computer applications.
Information System Design and Development (National 4)
The aim of this Unit is for the learner to develop basic knowledge,
understanding and practical problem-solving skills in information system
design and development. Learners will implement practical solutions
using appropriate development tools to create databases, web-based
information systems, multimedia information systems (and/or hybrids of
these). These tasks will involve simple features and straightforward
contexts. Learners will also develop an understanding of basic computer
hardware, software, connectivity and security issues through a range of
practical and investigative tasks.
Computing Science Assignment (National 4)
This Unit requires the learner to apply skills and knowledge from the
other Units to analyse and solve an appropriate challenging Computing
Science problem.
COURSE ASSESSMENT

To achieve the National 4 Computing Science Course, learners must pass
all of the required Units including the Added Value Unit. All Units are
internally assessed will be assessed on a pass/fail basis within the
department.

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

The Course provides learners with opportunities to develop skills that
are of general value for learning, life and work: to specify, plan, develop,
implement, test and evaluate a digital solution to a significant and
appropriately challenging computing based problem.
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

Computing Science
5

COURSE DESCRIPTION

The Course provides an understanding of the key technologies that
underpin our modern digital world, and develops a wide range of
transferable skills. It brings together elements of technology, computing
science and creative digital media, and applies these to real world
contexts and challenges. At this level, the Course will cover a common
core of concepts which underpin the study of Computing Science, and
explore the role and impact of contemporary computing technologies,
providing an insight into the challenge, excitement and reward to be
found in these areas.

SQA
National 5
Learners would normally be expected to have attained the skills,
knowledge and understanding required having successfully experienced
National 4 Computing Science or Broad general education programme
completed to level 3 with elements demonstrating some level 4
competencies.

Computing Science is vital to everyday life — socially, technologically
and economically; it shapes the world in which we live and its future.
Computing is embedded in the world around us from systems and
devices in our homes and places of work, to how we access education,
entertainment, transportation and communication.
Learners will develop an appreciation of the central role of computation
in the modern world and gain an understanding at a high level of the
many functions of computing systems, concepts and processes. They will
gain an insight into the capacities of computing professionals as
problem-solvers and designers, able to design, implement and operate
hardware and software systems, and the far -reaching impact of
information technology on our environment and society.
They will also develop a range of transferable skills for learning,
skills for life and skills for work, opening up a wide range of career and
study opportunities and enabling them to develop as global citizens who
can contribute effectively to their communities, society and the world.
Software Design and Development
Learners will develop knowledge, understanding and practical problemsolving skills in software design and development. They will develop
their programming and computational-thinking skills by implementing
practical solutions, in Python, and explaining how these programs work.
By the end of this unit learners will be able to analyse problems and
design, implement, test and evaluate their solutions.
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Computer Systems
Learners will develop an understanding of how data and instructions are
stored in binary form and basic computer architecture. They will gain an
awareness of the environmental impact of the energy use of computing
systems and security precautions that can be taken to protect computer
systems.
Database Design and Development
Learners develop knowledge, understanding and practical problemsolving skills in database design and development, through a range of
practical and investigative tasks. This will allow learners to apply
computational-thinking skills to analyse, design, implement, test and
evaluate practical solutions, using a range of development tools such as
SQL.
Web Design and Development
Learners will develop knowledge, understanding and practical problemsolving skills in web design and development, through a range of
practical and investigative tasks. This will allow learners to apply
computational-thinking skills to analyse, design, implement, test and
evaluate practical solutions to web-based problems, using a range of
development tools such as HTML, CSS and Javascript.
COURSE ASSESSMENT

To gain the award for this course, the learner must progress through 4
units of work to prepare for two stages of assessment.
At the end of each unit learners will complete an end of unit assessment.
This is marked in school, and is used to ensure learners are progressing.
The course assessment for National 5 CS consists of two components.




SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

Coursework (39%) of Grade). The coursework gives learners the
opportunity to demonstrate their knowledge and understanding
of the practical elements within the course, mainly website,
database and software implementation. Learners will complete
coursework in February/March.
Question Paper (61% Grade). The question paper gives learners
the opportunity to demonstrate knowledge and understanding
of all elements of the course. Learners will complete the
Question Paper as part of the SQA exam diet in May.

The Course provides learners with opportunities to develop skills that
are of general value for learning, life and work: to specify, plan, develop,
implement, test and evaluate a digital solution to a significant and
appropriately challenging computing based problem.
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE

Computing Science

NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

5

COURSE DESCRIPTION

The Course provides an understanding of the key technologies that
underpin our modern digital world, and develops a wide range of
transferable skills. It brings together elements of technology, computing
science and creative digital media, and applies these to real world
contexts and challenges.

SQA
Higher
Learners would normally be expected to have attained the skills,
knowledge and understanding required having successfully experienced
National 5 Computing Science.

At this level, the Course will cover a core of advanced concepts which
underpin the study of computing science, and explore the role and
impact of contemporary computing technologies, providing an insight
into the challenge, excitement and reward to be found in these areas.
Computing Science is vital to everyday life — socially, technologically
and economically; it shapes the world in which we live and its future.
Computing is embedded in the world around us from systems and
devices in our homes and places of work, to how we access education,
entertainment, transportation and communication. At this level,
learners will be introduced to an advanced range of computational
processes and thinking, and learn to apply a rigorous approach to the
design and development process across a variety of contemporary
contexts. Learners will also gain an awareness of the importance that
computing professionals play in meeting the needs of society today and
for the future, in fields which include science, education, business and
industry.
The Course enables learners to develop an extended range of computing
and computational thinking skills, including skills in analysis and
problem-solving, design and modelling, developing, implementing,
testing and evaluating digital solutions across a range of contemporary
contexts.
The Course also enables learners to develop and extend knowledge and
understanding of key concepts and processes, and the ability to apply
this to a variety of problems; and an understanding of the impact of
contemporary computing technologies on the environment and society.
Software Design and Development (Higher)
The general aim of this Unit is to develop knowledge and understanding
of advanced concepts and practical problem-solving skills in software
design and development through appropriate software development
environments. Learners will develop programming and computational
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thinking skills by designing, implementing, testing and evaluating
practical solutions and explaining how these programs work. They will
also develop an understanding of computer architecture and the
concepts that underpin how programs work. Through investigative
work, learners will gain an awareness of the impact of contemporary
computing technologies.
Computer Systems
Learners will develop an understanding of how data and instructions are
stored in binary form and basic computer architecture. They will gain an
awareness of the environmental impact of the energy use of computing
systems and security precautions that can be taken to protect computer
systems.
Database Design and Development
Learners develop knowledge, understanding and practical problemsolving skills in database design and development, through a range of
practical and investigative tasks. This will allow learners to apply
computational-thinking skills to analyse, design, implement, test and
evaluate practical solutions, using a range of development tools such as
SQL.
Web Design and Development
Learners will develop knowledge, understanding and practical problemsolving skills in web design and development, through a range of
practical and investigative tasks. This will allow learners to apply
computational-thinking skills to analyse, design, implement, test and
evaluate practical solutions to web-based problems, using a range of
development tools such as HTML, CSS and Javascript.
COURSE ASSESSMENT

Each learner will progress through 4 units of work. Assessment takes
the form of a coursework task and a final exam. Each element will be
externally marked.

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

The Course provides learners with opportunities to develop skills that
are of general value for learning, life and work: to specify, plan, develop,
implement, test and evaluate a digital solution to a significant and
appropriately challenging computing based problem.
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SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

Computing Science
5 (dependent on uptake)

COURSE DESCRIPTION

The Course provides an understanding of the key technologies that
underpin our modern digital world, and develops a wide range of
transferable skills. It brings together elements of technology, computing
science and creative digital media, and applies these to real world
contexts and challenges. It examines the economic, environmental and
social impact of computing technologies.

SQA
Advanced Higher
Learners would normally be expected to have attained the skills,
knowledge and understanding required having successfully experienced
Higher Computing Science.

Computing Science is vital to everyday life — socially, technologically
and economically; it shapes the world in which we live and its future.
Computing is embedded in the world around us and plays an important
part in many aspects of our lives at home, work and at leisure. Our
society needs computing professionals with the imagination and ability
to extend and design the computers, programs, applications and
networks of the future in fields which include science, education,
business and industry.
The Course provides a broad and challenging exploration of these areas,
focusing on the development of advanced programming, development
and research skills to gain an understanding of the role and impact of
contemporary computing technologies. Because of its relevance and its
focus on developing transferable skills it will be valuable to many
learners, particularly those considering a career or further study in
computing, IT and related disciplines.
Software Design and Development (Advanced Higher)
This Unit explores a range of advanced concepts and processes relating
to software design and development, including the use of standard
algorithms, structured data types and a range of Programming
constructs. Learners will develop skills in, developing well-structured,
complex modular programs through practical tasks, using appropriate
programming languages. Through investigative and practical work,
learners will gain an understanding of the similarities and differences in
different contemporary programming paradigms.
Information System Design and Development (Advanced Higher)
This Unit explores a range of advanced concepts and processes relating
to the design and development of complex information systems.
Learners will develop skills in developing and implementing complex
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information systems through practical tasks using appropriate
development tools.

COURSE ASSESSMENT

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

Learners will develop their independent learning skills by investigating a
contemporary development, describing its purpose, features and
applications, a related technical challenge or current area of
development, examining its legal and/or ethical implications, and
evaluating its environmental, economic and/or social impact.
The Course consists of two mandatory Units and a Course assessment.
The Course assessment will consist of a project and a question paper.
All Units are internally assessed will be assessed on a pass/fail basis
within the department.
The Course provides learners with opportunities to develop skills that
are of general value for learning, life and work: to specify, plan, develop,
implement, test and evaluate a digital solution to a significant and
appropriately challenging computing based problem.
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SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2020-21
COURSE TITLE

NPA Business

PERIODS PER WEEK

5

AWARDING BODY

SQA

LEVEL

SCQF Level 5 & SCQF Level 6

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

This course is made of a range of units, at least two of which will be
business units, in these units learners will develop their knowledge and
understanding of the role of business in society. Additional units will
enable learners to further develop their business knowledge or IT skills.
BUSINESS
● Understanding Business
Learners are introduced to the business environment while
developing skills, knowledge and understanding of enterprise,
and the role of different types of business organisations in
society. They will also learn about the internal and external
environments in which businesses operate.
●

Management of Marketing and Operations
Learners will learn about how businesses maintain their
competitive edge and the power of marketing. Learners will also
learn about the processes and procedures used by businesses to
operate effectively.

Additional Units
In agreement with students the following units may be covered.
● PC Passport - Word Processing
● PC Passport - SpreadSheets or Presentations
● Promoting a Business
● Management of People and Finance
● Contemporary Business Issues
COURSE ASSESSMENT

National Progression Awards have no final exam.
In order to achieve the qualification learners are required to pass
closed/open books assessments for each unit.

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED
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SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2020-21

COURSE TITLE

NPA Computer Games Development

PERIODS PER WEEK

5

AWARDING BODY

SQA

LEVEL

SCQF Level 5 & SCQF Level 6

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

SCQF Level 6 – N5 English & N5 Computing Science or NPA Computer
Games Development at SCQF Level 5
NPA Computer Games Development introduces you to the world of
Computer Games Development. There are three units within each
course; these are design, media assets and development.
Development
In this unit you will gain an understanding of underlying concepts and
fundamental principles involved in computer game planning and
designing.
This unit covers the following knowledge and skills:
 Computer game genres and platforms
 Elements of computer game design
 Writing proposal for computer games
 Designing and planning computer games
Media Assets
You will look at what assets are, where you can get them and how to
create them. You will look at copyright issues and why they are
important. You will decide what kind of assets (sounds, music,
characters, backgrounds, etc) you will need for your game. You will also
look at a few bits of graphics/sound software to help you create/edit
your media assets.
Development
In this unit you will gain the skills required to develop a computer game.
You will learn how to use a game development tool. At Level 6 you will
learn how to use Python/JavaScript to create a game.
This unit covers the following knowledge and skills:
 Constructing a working computer game
 Importing media assets
 Testing and evaluating a completed computer game

COURSE ASSESSMENT

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

National Progressing Awards have no final exam. To achieve this
qualification you will produce a Portfolio that satisfies the requirements
for each unit.
You will develop the following skills during the year:






Computer programming
Computational thinking
Problem solving
Collaboration and team working
Organisation and time management
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SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE

Design and Manufacture

NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

5

COURSE DESCRIPTION

The Course introduces learners to the multi-faceted world of product
design and manufacture - Creativity is at the heart of this course.
The Course is broad, providing opportunities for learners to develop
practical/design skills, as well as gaining knowledge and understanding
of design, and materials and manufacturing processes. The Course
consists of three mandatory Units including the Added Value Unit.

SQA
National 4
Broad general education programme completed to level 3 or successful
completion of the National 3 Design and Technology Course.

Design and Manufacture: Design (National 4)
This Unit covers the product design process from brief to design
proposal. It helps learners develop skills in initiating, developing,
articulating and communicating simple design proposals. It allows them
to develop an appreciation of the design/make/test process and the
importance of evaluating and resolving work on an ongoing basis. It
allows them to develop an appreciation of design concepts and the
various factors that influence the design of products.
Design and Manufacture: Materials and Manufacturing (National 4)
This Unit covers the product design process from design proposals to
prototype and product. It allows learners to ‘close the design loop’ by
manufacturing their design ideas. It allows learners to develop practical
skills that are invaluable in the design/make/test process. It helps them
gain an appreciation of the properties and uses of materials, as well as
simple manufacturing processes and techniques. It allows them to refine
and resolve design and manufacturing solutions. In both Units, learners
will gain knowledge of design and manufacturing technologies and how
these impact on our environment and society.
Added Value Unit: Design and Manufacture Assignment (National 4)

COURSE ASSESSMENT
SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

Learners will draw on their range of design knowledge and skills,
knowledge of materials and manufacturing and apply their practical
skills, in order to produce an effective overall response to a brief. The
brief will relate to a straightforward product design scenario. The
response will include a folio, a model, or a prototype, or a completed
product.
To gain National 4, learners must pass all units including the Added
Value Assignment. Units are assessed as pass or fail by the department.
The Course provides learners with opportunities to develop skills that
are of general value for learning, life and work: the ability to read
drawings and diagrams; the ability to articulate and communicate design
ideas and practical details; the ability to devise and develop practical
solutions to design problems, and the ability to manufacture their design
ideas.
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

Design and Manufacture
5

COURSE DESCRIPTION
The course is broadly
split into two aspects;
Design & Materials and
Manufacture

The Course introduces learners to the multi-faceted world of product
design and manufacture - Creativity is at the heart of this course.

SQA
National 5
Broad general education programme completed to level 3 with elements
demonstrating some level 4 competencies or successful completion of
the National 4 Design and Manufacture Course.

The Course is broad, providing opportunities for learners to develop
practical/design skills, as well as gaining knowledge and understanding
of design, and materials and manufacturing processes.
Design
This aspect covers the product design process from brief to design
proposal. It helps learners develop skills in initiating, developing,
articulating and communicating simple design proposals. It allows them
to develop an appreciation of the design/make/test process and the
importance of evaluating and resolving work on an ongoing basis. It
allows them to develop an appreciation of design concepts and the
various factors that influence the design of products.
Materials and Manufacturing
This aspect covers the product design process from design proposals to
prototype and product. It allows learners to ‘close the design loop’ by
manufacturing their design ideas. It allows learners to develop practical
skills that are invaluable in the design/make/test process. It helps them
gain an appreciation of the properties and uses of materials, as well as
simple manufacturing processes and techniques. It allows them to
refine and resolve design and manufacturing solutions.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

In both areas, learners will gain knowledge of design and manufacturing
technologies and how these impact on our environment and society.
The course assessment takes the form of an internally assessed practical
piece and externally assessed design folio and course exam.
The Course provides learners with opportunities to develop skills that
are of general value for learning, life and work: the ability to read
drawings and diagrams; the ability to articulate and communicate design
ideas and practical details; the ability to devise and develop practical
solutions to design problems, and the ability to manufacture their design
ideas.
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE

Design and Manufacture

NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

5

COURSE DESCRIPTION

SQA
Higher
Successful completion of the National 5 Design and Manufacture course
at level C or above.
The Higher Design and Manufacture Course allows learners to explore
the multi-faceted world of product design and Manufacture. Creativity
is at the heart of this Course and its combination with technology makes
it exciting and dynamic.
The Course provides a broad and practical experience in product design
and manufacture. It provides opportunities for learners to gain skills in
designing and communicating design proposals and opportunities for
learners to refine and resolve their design ideas effectively.
Design and Manufacture: Design (Higher)
This Unit covers the processes of product design from brief to resolved
design proposals and specification. It helps learners develop skills in
initiating, developing, articulating and communicating design proposals
for products. It allows them to gain skills and experience in evaluating
design proposals in order to refine, improve and resolve them. It allows
them to develop an appreciation of design concepts and the various
factors that influence the design and manufacture of products.
Design and Manufacture: Materials and Manufacturing (Higher)
This Unit covers the processes of Product Design from design proposals
to prototype. It allows learners to gain skills in planning and making
models and prototypes. It helps learners to ‘close the design loop’ by
manufacturing a set of design ideas. It allows them to develop an
appreciation of manufacturing practicalities. It allows them to
strengthen an appreciation of the various factors that influence the
design and manufacture of products. It allows learners to consider the
manufacturing techniques and processes that would apply to a design
proposal in an industrial/commercial context.

COURSE ASSESSMENT

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

In both Units, learners will gain knowledge and understanding of design
and manufacturing technologies and how these impact on our
environment and society.
All aspects of the course assessment will be externally marked and set
each year by the SQA. Assessment is divided up between a school based
project and an exam.
The Course provides learners with skills that allow them to: learn, live,
and work more effectively in our advancing technological society. It
allows them to become not just effective contributors but better
informed and discerning consumers.
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The course will provide opportunities to further develop the attributes
and capabilities of the four capacities, including: creativity, flexibility and
adaptability; enthusiasm and a willingness to learn; perseverance,
independence and resilience; responsibility and reliability; and
confidence and enterprise.
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SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE

Design and Technology

NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
COURSE DESCRIPTION

5
SQA
National 3
Broad general education programme completed to level 3.
The Course introduces learners to range of topics within Design and
Technology as a whole. The Course is broad, providing opportunities for
learners to develop practical skills as well as touching on product and
graphic design. Within this course learners will also cover basic
engineering principles.
The Course consists of three mandatory Units.
Graphics for Design (National 3)
In this Unit, learners will develop skills in producing drawings, sketches
and diagrams to support the design process. Learners will use
computer-aided and/or manual graphic communication tools and
techniques.
Designing and Modeling (National 3)
In this Unit, learners will follow, with guidance, a simple design process.
They will make a simple physical model from design drawings, and refine
the design based on simple evaluation of the model. Through these
activities, learners will develop awareness of sustainability and recycling.
Constructing and Testing (National 3)
In this Unit, learners will develop an understanding of structures and
mechanisms by solving simple engineering problems. They will
construct (or simulate) and test simple models to demonstrate one or
more of strengthening, energy transfer or movement. Learners will
draw conclusions based on the test results.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

In each of the three Units above, learners will develop and apply safe
working practices in a workshop or similar environment.
To gain National 3, all units must be passed.
The Course provides learners with opportunities to develop skills that
are of general value for learning, life and work: the ability to read
drawings and diagrams; the ability to manufacture their design ideas;
the ability to use a range of ICT skills and software packaging to
communicate their ideas; applying appropriate skills, knowledge and
understanding of materials, tools and processes related to craft work to
solve a problem and make a model to suit; making informed decisions
and the ability to use the internet safely.
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SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE

Practical Woodworking

NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

5

COURSE DESCRIPTION

SQA
National 4
Broad general education programme completed to level 3, successful
completion of the National 3 Practical Craft Skills Course or the National
3 Design and Technology Course.
The Course is broad, providing opportunities for learners to develop
practical/design skills, as well as gaining knowledge and understanding
of design, and materials and manufacturing processes. The Course
consists of three mandatory Unit.
Practical Woodworking: Flat-frame Construction (National 4)
This Unit covers the preparation, manufacturing and finishing of a
product that includes a flat-frame within it. Learners will develop skills
in the use of woodworking tools and in making woodworking joints and
assemblies commonly used in flat-frame joinery. Pupils will also learn to
read and use drawings and diagrams depicting woodwork tasks.
Practical Woodworking: Carcase Construction (National 4)
This Unit covers the preparation, manufacturing and finish of a carcase
unit. This will involve the learner developing skills in the use of
woodworking tools and in making woodworking joints and assemblies
commonly used within carcase construction.
Practical Woodworking: Machining and Finishing (National 4)
Learners will develop skills in using common power tools such as drills,
sanders and woodwork lathes. Development of skills in a variety of
woodworking surface preparation and finishing techniques will also be
undertaken.

COURSE ASSESSMENT

To gain National 4, learners must pass all units including the Added
Value assignment. Units are assessed as pass or fail by the department.

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

The Course provides learners with opportunities to develop skills that
are of general value for learning, life and work: the ability to read
drawings and diagrams; the ability to work to the given measurements
and tolerances; to increase their own awareness of safety within a
practical setting and to balance their own use of time.
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SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE

Practical Woodworking

NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY

5

LEVEL

National 5

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

Broad general education programme completed to level 3 or successful
completion of the National 4 Practical Woodworking.
The Course is broad, providing opportunities for learners to develop
practical/design skills, as well as gaining knowledge and understanding
of design, and materials and manufacturing processes. The Course
consists of three key areas.

COURSE DESCRIPTION

SQA

Practical Woodworking: Flat-frame Construction (National 5)
This area covers the preparation, manufacturing and finishing of a
product that includes a flat-frame within it. Learners will develop skills
in the use of woodworking tools and in making woodworking joints and
assemblies commonly used in flat-frame joinery. Pupils will also learn to
read and use drawings and diagrams depicting woodwork tasks.
Practical Woodworking: Carcase Construction (National 5)
This area covers the preparation, manufacturing and finish of a carcase
unit. This will involve the learner developing skills in the use of
woodworking tools and in making woodworking joints and assemblies
commonly used within carcase construction.
Practical Woodworking: Machining and Finishing (National 5)
Learners will develop skills in using common power tools such as drills,
sanders and woodwork lathes. Development of skills in a variety of
woodworking surface preparation and finishing techniques will also be
undertaken.

COURSE ASSESSMENT
SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

The course assessment takes the form of an internally assessed practical
piece with log book and an externally assessed course exam.
The Course provides learners with opportunities to develop skills that
are of general value for learning, life and work: the ability to read
drawings and diagrams; the ability to work to the given measurements
and tolerances; to increase their own awareness of safety within a
practical setting and to balance their own use of time.
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Wider Achievement
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Beeslack Community High School
SENIOR PHASE COURSES 2022-23
COURSE TITLE
NUMBER OF PERIODS
PER WEEK
AWARDING BODY
LEVEL
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

COURSE DESCRIPTION

Duke of Edinburgh Award
3
Duke of Edinburgh International Award Foundation
Bronze/Silver
The award is a voluntary participation scheme which is open to all. The
only entry requirement is that you are 14+ and are committed to
completing the elements of the award in your own time. Registration for
the award and the cost of expeditions will be required to be paid. Monies
are non refundable.
The DofE Award gives you the chance to do something completely new
and improve on things you’re already doing. It takes you out of your
comfort zone and into a place where you’ll push yourself and have
amazing new experiences. You’ll build confidence, resilience, skills and
friendship groups. And you’ll have a brilliant time doing it.
To complete the award you need to undertake a programme of
activity/learning which is focused around 4 challenges:
Skill – You will develop a new skill or improve an existing skill over a
specified period of time;
Volunteer – You will undertake a programme of volunteering within your
local community for a specified time period;
Physical – You will participate regularly in a physical activity over a
specified period of time;
Expedition – You will undertake a programme of training which will
prepare you for an overnight expedition in a rural setting. You will work
with other participants in a team and will have to demonstrate your
competence in route finding and navigation, and campcraft. You will also
have to prepare and deliver a presentation which explains the purpose of
your expedition.

COURSE ASSESSMENT

SKILLS FOR LEARNING,
LIFE AND WORK
INCLUDED

You will need to complete an online log book of your activity providing
evidence of having completed each of the elements of the award to the
required level. Each section of the award will be supervised and signed off
by a designated adult.
You will develop essential work-ready skills including resilience,
commitment, self-motivation and team working.
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